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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Spent Fuel and Waste Science and Technology (SFWST) Campaign of the U.S. Department 

of Energy Office of Nuclear Energy, Office of Spent Fuel and Waste Disposition (SFWD), has 

been conducting research and development on generic deep geologic disposal systems (i.e., 

geologic repositories).  This report describes specific activities in the second half of Fiscal Year 

(FY) 2019 associated with the Geologic Disposal Safety Assessment (GDSA) Repository Systems 

Analysis (RSA) work package within the SFWST Campaign.  The overall objective of the GDSA 

RSA work package is to develop generic deep geologic repository concepts and system 

performance assessment (PA) models in several host-rock environments, and to simulate and 

analyze these generic repository concepts and models using the GDSA Framework toolkit, and 

other tools as needed.  The specific objectives in FY2019 are to  

• Develop and/or augment generic repository reference cases for liquid-saturated host rock 

environments, particularly in argillaceous (e.g., typical shale or clay) host rocks; and a 

host rock environment in the unsaturated zone (UZ), such as alluvial valley fill. 

• Ensure that reference cases include repository concepts and layouts for the disposal of 

DPC-canisterized pressurized water reactor (PWR) assemblies, including 37-PWR and 

24-PWR waste packages. 

• Perform PA simulations (deterministic and probabilistic) with GDSA Framework for the 

foregoing reference case concepts and models. Analyze and plot the PA simulation results, 

including uncertainty and sensitivity analyses. 

This report describes specific GDSA RSA accomplishments in the second half of FY2019 and 

builds upon the work reported in M2SF-19SN010304051, GDSA Repository Systems Analysis 

Progress Report (Sevougian et al. 2019b). 

Section 1 of this deliverable is a brief introduction.  Section 2 discusses the relationship of 

reference case models to the overall generic safety case(s).  Section 3 discusses two improvements 

to the numerical solvers in PFLOTRAN, needed for modeling the high heat output from dual 

purpose canister (DPC) waste packages, particularly during two-phase flow, such as might occur 

in an unsaturated host-rock environment. Multiphase (liquid and gas) flow and transport 

capabilities in PFLOTRAN (under the “GENERAL” flow mode) have been augmented to more 

efficiently simulate physically complex processes that could occur in unsaturated repositories 

and/or under conditions of extreme waste package heat production (as could be the case with a 37-

PWR configuration). The most significant of these changes involved refactoring of convergence 

criteria used during each iteration of the Newton-Raphson nonlinear solution search algorithm.  

Many of these improvements are reported in Sevougian et al. (2019b, Sec. 3.1) and in the recent 

work described Mariner et al. (2019, Sec. 2.3.1.5).  

Section 3 also discusses some significant progress in interfacing the Sandia VoroCrust meshing 

software with PFLOTRAN.  VoroCrust is a software tool that generates Voronoi meshes of 

arbitrary volumes (Abdelkader et al. 2018).  The long-term goal is to develop a meshing software 

tool that is open-source, flexible, and well-suited for meshing geologic and engineered features.  

In FY2019, the project focused on converting VoroCrust output to the grid format required by 

PFLOTRAN, generating meshes of simple test cases representative of common geologic features 

(see also Gross et al. 2019), and benchmarking simulations on VoroCrust meshes against other 

unstructured and structured grids representing the same geometry.  In the past six months, 
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substantial progress has been made.  Meshes for five example problems have been created and 

solutions obtained on them have been verified against solutions obtained on other meshes. 

Section 4 presents simulations of a reference case repository located in unsaturated alluvial 

sediments (Mariner et al. 2018), building on the simulations presented in Sevougian et al. (2019b).  

The primary development for this reference case in FY2019 is related to the inclusion of DPC 

waste packages and their representative higher heat output per package, which results in more 

severe coupled process effects at early times after repository closure and associated slow 

convergence of the numerical algorithm. The initial task in Section 3 was to test a new potentially 

faster converging parallel solver called the Newton trust region (TR) algorithm.  In all five models 

benchmarked here this solver gave the same results as the default Newton line search (LS) solver.  

The TR method was also much faster.   

Finally, Section 4 points to FY2019 work detailed in Gross et al. (2019) that is intended to interface 

with the GDSA UZ alluvium reference case.  In particular, Gross et al. (2019) describe the 

development of a new geologic framework model (GFM) for alluvial basins. In that work 

development of a stratigraphic and hydrological model of the Mimbres Basin from available 

seismic and well data is detailed.  A GFM must capture the geologic elements that impact the siting 

and dynamic behavior of a potential repository, including basin geometry, alluvium stratigraphy, 

lithofacies and geologic structures. The first step, and the focus of Gross et al. (2019), is to establish 

the geologic elements that define the boundaries of the alluvial sub-basin, such as depth to bedrock, 

basin-bounding and intra-basin faults, and the geometry of the bed rock on which the alluvial 

basin-fill sediments were deposited. Eventually, the generic basin-scale GFM (whether in alluvium 

or some other host rock) will interface with the GDSA repository-scale generic reference case. 

Section 5 is an update to the generic shale reference case (Mariner et al. 2017).  Section 5.1 

describes an update to the Geologic Framework Model (GFM) for a representative shale 

environment and describes the geologic and hydrogeologic features represented in the GFM.  The 

methodology used to develop the shale GFM is documented in detail in Sevougian et al. (2019b). 

In this current deliverable, updates to the features of the shale GFM first shown in Sevougian et 

al. (2019b) are presented and analytical methods are used to document the relationships between 

features represented in the GFM. Also updated are features and processes specific to the region of 

the shale GFM. The shale GFM was developed using RockWorks17® software (Rockware Inc., 

www.rockware.com) and ArcGIS 10.6 (ESRI, www.esri.com). The GFM was gridded at a 

horizontal resolution of 250 meters and a vertical resolution of 10 meters resulting in a grid array 

of 277 by 333 by 201. New features include a synthetic fault that offsets the stratigraphy of the 

GFM and inclusion of the water table in this region. A series of analyses are conducted using the 

GIS and GFM software to document the relationships between the reference repository horizon, 

the host formation, and hydrologic features represented in the GFM. Although these analyses are 

applied to a relatively simple geologic environment, they demonstrate how the analytical tools 

available in GIS and GFM software can be used to evaluate areas where a repository could be 

located using basic criteria such as depth and thickness of the potential host formation.  One of the 

goals in developing the shale GFM is to demonstrate a workflow that uses the features of the GFM 

to create a mesh for simulation modeling. This is accomplished by exporting the geologic surfaces 

(formation tops) for input into the meshing software. Generating a simulation mesh from the 

geologic surfaces generated by Rockworks required a multistep process using Python, CUBIT and 

SCULPT software. 

http://www.rockware.com/
http://www.esri.com/
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Section 5.2 documents some near-field simulations with a highly discretized grid in the shale 

reference case, as a precursor to coupling more detailed process models into GDSA Framework.  

The objective of this study is to investigate the near-field thermal-hydrologic-mechanical (THM) 

behavior in a typical bentonite back-filled shale repository with the goal of representing the effect 

of stresses due to bentonite swelling, thermal expansion, and pore pressure changes on the 

permeability of the disturbed rock zone (DRZ) in a performance assessment model of the entire 

repository system.  To model these phenomena a combination of empirical and theoretical 

relationships derived from coupled THM simulations can be represented as functions of 

PFLOTRAN TH state variables.     

Finally, Section 5.3 describes a site-scale shale-host-rock reference case that models the potential 

performance of a geologic repository based on direct disposal of DPC waste packages.  This 

section presents the FY2019 update to the GDSA Shale Reference Case described in Section 4 of 

Mariner et. al (2017).  The primary new tasks undertaken in FY2019 were 

(1) Inclusion of 24-PWR and 37-PWR DPC waste packages in the reference case 

simulations. 

(2) An update to the stratigraphic model for a representative shale domain (Perry et al. 2014; 

Perry and Kelley 2017)—see description of Section 5.1 above. 

(3) An update to the numerical model grids and formation properties to incorporate changes 

to stratigraphy and repository design needed for DPC waste packages.   

This report fulfills the FY2019 GDSA Repository Systems Analysis work package (SF-

18SN01030405) Level 3 milestone entitled GDSA Repository Systems Analysis FY19 Update 

(M3SF-19SN010304052). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Spent Fuel and Waste Science and Technology (SFWST) Campaign of the U.S. Department 

of Energy (DOE) Office of Nuclear Energy, Office of Spent Fuel and Waste Disposition (SFWD), 

is conducting research and development (R&D) on geologic disposal of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) 

and high-level nuclear waste (HLW). Two of the highest priorities for SFWST disposal R&D are 

design concept development and disposal system performance assessment (PA) modeling 

(DOE 2012, Table 6).  Generic design (or reference-case) concepts being considered for SNF and 

HLW disposal since 2010 include mined repository concepts in bedded salt, argillite (shale), and 

crystalline rock.  An additional option begun last fiscal year is a potential mined repository in 

unsaturated alluvium.  The PA R&D since 2012 has mostly focused on disposal of commercial 

spent nuclear fuel (CSNF) inventory packaged in smaller waste packages, such as 4-PWR and/or 

12-PWR waste packages.  However, a greater emphasis is given this year to simulating direct 

disposal of much higher decay-heat waste packages containing dual purpose canisters (DPCs) with 

37 pressurized water reactor (PWR) assemblies or 24 PWR assemblies, which now represent a 

significant fraction of the spent fuel inventory currently being stored at U.S. reactor sites.   

This report describes accomplishments for the second half of Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 in the 

development of generic repository reference cases and PA modeling and analysis.  Prior 

development and accomplishments are summarized at a high-level in Mariner et al. (2019), with 

much more detail provided in Mariner et al. (2018), Mariner et al. (2017), Mariner et al. (2016), 

Mariner et al. (2015), Sevougian et al. (2016), Sevougian et al. (2014), Sevougian et al. (2013), 

Sevougian et al. (2012), Freeze et al. (2013a), and Vaughn et al. (2013), as well as previous work 

in the first half of FY2019, described in Sevougian et al. (2019b).   

The overall objective of the GDSA Repository Systems Analysis work package is to develop 

generic deep geologic repository concepts and system Performance Assessment (PA) models in 

several host-rock environments, and to simulate and analyze these generic repository concepts and 

models using the GDSA Framework toolkit (Mariner et al. 2019), and other tools as needed.  The 

goals in FY19 are to  

• Develop and/or augment generic repository reference cases for liquid-saturated host rock 

environments, particularly in argillaceous (e.g., typical shale or clay) host rocks; and a 

host rock environment in the unsaturated zone (UZ), such as alluvial valley fill. 

• Ensure that reference cases include repository concepts and layouts for the disposal of 

DPC-canisterized PWR assemblies, including 37-PWR and 24-PWR waste packages, 

which have a higher decay heat output in comparison to prior-year PA cases. 

• Perform and analyze PA simulations with GDSA Framework for the foregoing reference 

case concepts and models.  

Section 2 of this report sets the context for this generic PA design concept and analysis work within 

the overall context of the safety case and with respect to a multi-decade project.  Section 3 

discusses improvements to the numerical solvers in PFLOTRAN, needed for modeling the high 

heat output from DPC waste packages, as well as some new work on numerical gridding that will 

improve solution accuracy. Section 4 describes simulations of a reference case repository located 

in unsaturated alluvial sediments, first introduced in Mariner et al. (2018), including initial 

simulations at smaller scales and coarser gridding that point to methods for eventually simulating 

multi-phase flow with heat on a fine-scale grid and a large domain.  Section 5 is an update to the 
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generic shale reference case presented in Mariner et al. (2017).  Section 5.1 documents new work 

on developing geologic framework models (GFMs) for the various reference cases, beginning with 

the shale reference case.  Section 5.2 documents some near-field simulations with a highly 

discretized grid in the shale reference case, as a precursor to coupling more detailed thermal-

hydrologic-mechanical process models into the PA system model GDSA Framework.  Finally, 

Section 5.3 describes an update to the shale host rock reference case to include the effects of DPC 

disposal.   
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2 SAFETY CASE AND REFERENCE CASE METHODOLOGY 

During the development of a deep geologic repository, the post-closure Performance Assessment 

or Safety Assessment is a primary component of the post-closure Safety Case (see IAEA 2012, 

Sec. 4.4), along with the underlying Technical Bases (engineering and scientific knowledge).  

Figure 2-1 is an illustration of the main components of a safety (or licensing) case (Freeze et al. 

2013b). The red-dash boxes highlight the current generic program’s emphasis on R&D activities 

related to the post-closure technical bases (FEPs) and the safety assessment (Sevougian et al. 

2019a; DOE 2012).   

 
Figure 2-1. Typical components of a deep geologic repository safety case. 

Figure 2-2 is a schematic illustration of the progression of these main components of a safety case 

(the PA and the technical bases) from a generic evaluation phase to a site-specific phase during 

the typical stages of any geologic disposal project.  The maturation of the safety case through these 

various stages is driven by research, development and demonstration (RD&D) decisions made at 

key decision points (e.g., Critical Decision (CD) points, as described in DOE 2010), via a formal 

decision-making process involving major project stakeholders (e.g., see Sevougian and 

MacKinnon 2017).  As of this writing, the U.S. program is at the indicated location on the timeline 

in Figure 2-2, which corresponds to generic (non-site-specific) RD&D only. 
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Figure 2-2. Evolution and iteration of the technical bases and performance assessment via RD&D through 

multiple stages of repository development (after Sevougian et al. 2018). 

Figure 2-3 shows the information flow during a single stage of a repository program and how the 

generic PA model, GDSA Framework, is intended to fill a key role in guiding the directed RD&D 

program.  The generic reference cases for potential host-rock geologic environments—argillite, 

crystalline, bedded salt, and unsaturated alluvium for the current work in the DOE SFWST 

Campaign—address the key elements of Figure 2-3 outlined by the blue dotted lines.  This 

deliverable discusses progress in Fiscal Year 2019 in developing and simulating generic reference 

case repositories with GDSA Framework, updated for direct disposal of DPC inventory and waste 

packages. The specific reference cases updated here are the argillite (shale) and unsaturated 

alluvium reference cases (Mariner et al. 2017; Mariner et al. 2018).   

 

U.S. Program

single stage
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Figure 2-3. Information flow and the role of performance assessment for RD&D prioritization during a 

single stage of repository development (after Sevougian and MacKinnon 2017). 

 

  

Reference Case Components
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3 PFLOTRAN UPDATES 

3.1 PFLOTRAN Updates 

As described in Sevougian et al. (2019b), multiple improvements were made to the PFLOTRAN 

multi-physics source code to improve numerical convergence for the case of the nonlinear 

equations involved in multiphase fluid flow and energy transport.  Since that time, some additional 

improvements have been made, including the “trust region” numerical algorithm described by 

Mariner et al. (2019, Sec. 2.3.1.5), as well as the following two options for convergence of the 

PFLOTRAN GENERAL Mode solver: 

GAS_PHASE_AIR_MASS_DOF WATER_MOL_FRAC changes the second primary variable in gas 

state grid cells from the default of air partial pressure to mole fraction of water in the gas phase. 

CHECK_MAX_DPL_LIQ_STATE_ONLY imposes a pressure limiter only on liquid pressure when 

simulation grid blocks are in the liquid state. This can be useful in situations where in 2-phase state 

grid blocks gas saturations get very high and capillary pressure correspondingly gets high. 

To get started with using these new options and to see examples of how they work, users can now 

find a guide for troubleshooting multiphase flow problems in GENERAL mode in the FAQ section 

of the PFLOTRAN online documentation.  

3.2 VoroCrust/PFLOTRAN Collaboration 

A new project has been initiated to test the viability of using the VoroCrust meshing software 

(Abdelkader et al. 2018) to generate meshes for use in PFLOTRAN simulations.  The long-term 

goal is to develop a meshing software tool that is open-source, flexible, and well-suited for 

meshing complex geologic and engineered features. In FY2019, the project focused on converting 

VoroCrust output to the grid format required by PFLOTRAN, generating meshes of simple test 

cases representative of common geologic features (see also Gross et al. 2019), and benchmarking 

simulations on VoroCrust meshes against other unstructured and structured grids representing the 

same geometry. In the past six months, substantial progress has been made.  Meshes for five 

example problems have been created and tested.   

3.2.1 Meshing in VoroCrust  

VoroCrust is an automated tool that generates Voronoi polyhedral meshes that conform to complex 

geometries. A Voronoi mesh is a partition of the space using a set points (seeds). Each seed forms 

a convex cell around it by the union of the domain points that are closer to that seed compared to 

any other seed. A Voronoi cell has many desired features; it is convex and bounded by planar 

convex faces. More importantly each Voronoi face is naturally orthogonal to the line connecting 

the two seeds of the two Voronoi Cells defining that face. This orthogonality condition is 

advantageous for flow and transport codes like PFLOTRAN and FEHM (Zyvoloski et al. 2012) 

that utilize the finite volume method and a two-point flux approximation, since it can better 

approximate gradients, thereby reducing numerical dispersion for fluid fluxes that are non-

orthogonal to grid-cell faces.  

Voronoi partitions are uniquely defined by the locations of the seeds, and hence the VoroCrust 

software originally output only a list of those seeds, which were not a suitable output to use as a 

mesh in PFLOTRAN.  In order to address this issue, an explicit Voronoi meshing method was 
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designed, implemented, tested. This tool is used now to produce a PFLOTRAN mesh file that 

contains the volume of each cell and the connectivity and the areas of the associated faces. The 

method relies on shooting random rays from the cell seeds to identify points on the associated 

Voronoi face then another set of rays are thrown from each face point to identify the Voronoi Cells 

that bound that face. The collected neighbors are then sorted counterclockwise direction in the 

plane of that face and the polygon defining that face is constructed by calculating the intersection 

point of four cells; the two defining that face and two successive neighbors in the sorted list. 

Finally, the calculated vertex is verified to be a true Voronoi vertex by closest neighbor search. If 

it does not pass the test, a new neighbor is added to the sorted list. Efficient intersection of random 

rays was achieved via a new design for a k-d tree.1 We demonstrated the robustness of this meshing 

algorithm using a wide range of examples. Once the boundaries of each cell are calculated, 

estimating the area of each face and the volume of each cell is trivial 

Orthogonal polyhedral Voronoi meshes are well-suited for meshing complex geometries for 

PFLOTRAN simulations.  There is no constraint on cell shape, so any volume can easily be 

meshed.  Hexahedral meshes can be flexed to capture features within the simulation domain, but 

generally require significantly more volume elements to achieve the same accuracy on complex 

geometric shapes.  Thus, Voronoi meshes can be expected to significantly reduce computational 

times compared to hexahedral meshes (Sosnowski et al. 2017).  

3.2.2 Unit Cube Examples (Test Case 0) 

As a first test of the VoroCrust/PFLOTRAN simulation workflow, a series of VoroCrust meshes 

on a 1m  1m  1m unit cube with increasing number of grid cells are generated.  The coarsest 

mesh has 16 elements while the finest has 2860.  Three of the Voronoi meshes are shown in Figure 

3-1. 

Simulations on the Voronoi meshes are benchmarked against a simulation on a regular hexahedral 

mesh in which every element is cubic. In each case, the model domain has a left boundary with 

high pressure (111325 Pa) and low temperature (15C) and a right boundary with lower pressure 

(101325 Pa) and higher temperature (25C).  The quasi-steady state pressure and temperature 

distributions are both nearly linear gradients in the x-direction and are shown on the hexahedral 

benchmark mesh in Figure 3-2.  

Figure 3-3 shows the temperature and pressure profile at an observation point near the center of 

the domain as a function of time. All except the 16-cell mesh have extremely similar temperature 

profiles, while the pressure profiles for the 26- and 101-cell meshes overshoot the change in 

pressure at short time.  Results obtained on the 2860- and 697-cell meshes are nearly identical to 

each other.  All Voronoi mesh simulations result in nearly the same temperature and pressure 

profiles at quasi-steady state. It is surprising that this result is achieved on the 16- and 101-cell 

meshes.  The 16-cell mesh has 15 of the cells connected to either the left or right boundary and 

only one interior cell while the 101-cell mesh has 41 boundary elements and only 60 interior nodes. 

                                                      
1 A k-d tree is a data structure that utilizes a set of input points to form a partition of the underlying space. The tree is 

organized so that each node is associated with a hyperplane aligned with the main axis. Each node has two pointers 

to the two subspaces formed by that hyperplane. The hyperplane alternates directions as one traverses the tree from 

one node to another and the implicit partition can be utilized in fast nearest neighbor queries. One key advantage of 

this data structure is its low memory imprint. For n points the tree will have maximum of 2n pointers. The VoroCrust 

implementation has developed smart k-d trees, which automatically balances as more points are added. 
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An unstructured tetrahedral mesh and an unstructured hexahedral mesh, each with approximately 

2000 elements, were developed for comparison with the Voronoi mesh.  The first has 2060 

tetrahedral elements and the second has 2100 hexahedral elements that were deliberately distorted 

to create non-orthogonal connections. Figure 3-4 shows the results of these simulations.  In 

comparison to the benchmark mesh (regular hexahedral mesh), the tetrahedral mesh and the 2860-

cell Voronoi mesh capture the evolution of temperature as steady-state is approached, but the 

hexahedral mesh with non-orthogonal connections performs poorly.  Pressure versus time on the 

Voronoi mesh is superior to the other two, particularly at early time.  It is likely that the slight 

difference in pressure between the benchmark mesh and the Voronoi mesh at quasi-steady state is 

due to the observation point location not being identical between the meshes. 

 

Figure 3-1. VoroCrust meshes with 101, 697 and 2860 cells for the unit cube example. 

 

Figure 3-2. Steady state distribution of pressure (left) and temperature (right) on the unit cube.  This 

hexahedral mesh is used as a benchmark. 
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Figure 3-3. Temperature and pressure at an observation point near the center of the domain.  All simulations 

have exactly the same observation point. 

 
Figure 3-4. Temperature and pressure at an observation point near the center of the domain. Some of the 

difference in the profiles is due to the observation point moving slightly between the meshes. 

3.2.3 Test Problems with Heterogeneity 

Gross et al. (2019) proposed a series of four simple test cases of increasing complexity to compare 

the meshing capability of VoroCrust with that of other meshing software such as LaGriT (Los 

Alamos Grid Toolbox, Los Alamos National Laboratory, https://lagrit.lanl.gov) and Cubit (Owen 

et al, 2019a, Owen et al, 2019b).  Each test case represents a common geologic feature; layered 

units, a pinch-out, offset units, and a lens.  For this work, the four test cases are meshed with 

unstructured hexahedral meshes generated using Cubit and Vorocrust-generated Voronoi meshes.  

PFLOTRAN simulations are run on the Voronoi meshes for all four cases, and the hexahedral 

meshes for three cases.   

In parallel work, Gross et al. (2019) generated Voronoi meshes for each of the four test cases using 

LaGrit. Because LaGrit uses a different method (Delaunay triangulation) to create Voronoi cells 

than Vorocrust, the two generate dissimilar grids.  The meshes generated with LaGrit were used 

for simulations in PFLOTRAN and FEHM. 

3.2.3.1 Test Case 1: Layered System 

The first test problem is a simple layered model with four layers.  There is a contrast in material 

properties between the layers, but each layer is homogeneous internally.  Side views of the 

simulation meshes are shown in Figure 3-5.  The material properties are in Table 3-1 and the initial 

https://lagrit.lanl.gov/
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and boundary conditions are shown in Table 3-2. PFLOTRAN’s TH mode is used to simulate 

variably-saturated single-phase flow (using Richards equation) coupled with heat transport on one 

Voronoi cell mesh and two regular hexahedral meshes, one with 10,000 cubic elements, and one 

with 90,000 cubic elements. 

The simulated temperature and liquid saturation on the 10,000-cell hexahedral mesh after 0.1 years 

of simulation time are shown in Figure 3-6; the current workflow does not generate the output 

necessary to make 3D figures of simulation results on VoroCrust meshes.   The temperature and 

saturation profiles at three interior observation points are shown in Figure 3-7. Simulations on the 

Voronoi mesh and two hexahedral meshes are shown.  All connections in the hexahedral meshes 

are orthogonal for this test case, so simulations on the hexahedral meshes will converge to accurate 

temperature and saturation profiles with sufficient grid refinement. The 90,000-cell hexahedral 

mesh simulation is used as a benchmark. 

At observation points M1 and M4, the Voronoi mesh simulation results are in better agreement 

with the 90,000-cell benchmark simulation results than the 10,000-cell mesh, as can be seen in 

Figure 3-7.  All meshes have identical results for the diffusive temperature profile at M1 and M4, 

while the liquid saturation is always slightly underestimated in the coarser meshes.  

 

Figure 3-5. Simulation meshes for Test Case 1.  Top: Voronoi mesh with 11,005 grid cells.  Bottom: 

Hexahedral benchmark mesh with 10,000 grid cells showing Material ID assignments. 
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Table 3-1. Material properties for Test Case 1.  Material IDs are assigned as shown in Figure 3-5. 
 

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3  Layer 4 

Porosity (𝜙) 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 

Tortuosity 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Rock Density (kg/m3) 2800 2900 3000 3100 

Specific Heat (J/Kg·K) 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

Thermal Conductivity (W/K·m) 0.1 3.0 0.05 6.0 

Permeability (In all directions) (m2) 110−9 110−14 110−11 110−14 

 

The Voronoi mesh result at observation point M3 has consistently lower temperature and pressure 

than the benchmark. The temperature profile is not as close to the benchmark simulation as the 

hexahedral mesh with 10,000 grid cells, while the pressure profile is the same as the 10,000-cell 

simulation at short time and then gets very close to the 90,000-cell benchmark. The error is small, 

and it is not clear if part of the problem is the challenge of choosing observation points that are the 

same across all the meshes.  Running simulations on a more refined Voronoi mesh for additional 

validation is recommended. 

Table 3-2. Initial and boundary conditions for Test Case 1. 
 

Initial Recharge Release 

Region Assigned All 
West Face 

(small x boundary) 
East Face 

(large x boundary) 

Temperature (C) 5.0 90.0 1.0 

Pressure (Pa) 100300 100300 1000 

Liquid Flux (cm/min) N/A 1.0 N/A 

 

 

Figure 3-6. Temperature (left) and liquid saturation (right) for Test Case 1 after 0.1 years of simulation. 
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Figure 3-7. Profiles of temperature (left) and liquid saturation (right) for three observation points in Test 

Case 1.  Two simulations on hexahedral meshes are shown along with the simulation on the Voronoi mesh.  

M1 is in Material 1, M3 is in Material 3 and M4 is in Material 4. 

3.2.3.2 Test Case 2: Pinch Out 

The second test case contains three materials which intersect at a point where Material 2 pinches 

out.  The simulation meshes and material domains are shown in Figure 3-8, the material properties 

are in Table 3-3, while the initial and boundary conditions are in Table 3-4. The Voronoi mesh has 

8,541 cells, while the coarse and fine hexahedral meshes have 8,600 cells and 78,000 cells, 

respectively. 

In this test case the hexahedral mesh is flexed to the boundary between the materials, it is no longer 

orthogonal and not a rigorous benchmark simulation.  However, as the mesh is highly refined and 

most of the flow is around (not through) the highly flexed cells near the pinch-out of Material 2, 

the 78,000-cell simulation still serves as a good comparative simulation for the Voronoi mesh. 

 

Figure 3-8. Coarse hexahedral (left) and Voronoi (right) meshes for Test Case 2 which has Material 2 

pinching out in the interior of the domain. 
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Table 3-3. Material properties for Test Case 2.  Material IDs are assigned as shown in Figure 3-8. 
 

Material 1 Material 2 Material 3 

Porosity (𝜙) 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Tortuosity 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Rock Density (kg/m3) 2800 2800 2800 

Specific Heat (J/Kg·K) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Thermal Conductivity (W/K·m) 1.0 0.01 50 

Permeability (In all directions) (m2) 110−7 110−11 110−9 

 

Table 3-4. Initial and boundary conditions for Test Case 2. 
 

Initial Infiltration Release 

Pressure (Pa) 100000 100000 5000 

Temperature (C) 5.0 90.0 10.0 

Liquid Flux (cm/min) N/A 1.0 N/A 

Region Assigned All Top Face Bottom Face 

Figure 3-9 shows the simulated temperature and pressure on the coarser hexahedral mesh after one 

hour of simulated time. The thermal conductivity and permeability of Material 2 have deliberately 

been chosen to be very low (see Table 3-4) forcing both the fluid and thermal front to travel 

between Materials 1 and 3 around the wedge-shaped region.  Though unrealistic, this serves as a 

challenging simulation for this test case.  

A comparison of the saturation and temperature profiles at observation points in each of the 

materials is shown in Figure 3-10.  The Voronoi mesh results are very similar to the refined 

hexahedral mesh at points M2a and M3, while at M1 both profiles are quite different.  This is 

likely because the observation point in the Voronoi mesh is closer to the interface between 

Materials 1 and 3, and saturation decreases and temperature increases earlier at this location.   

Finding suitable interior observation points between meshes is not always a simple task when 

comparing across unstructured meshes.  In the present work, all observation points are chosen to 

be the seed of a cell in the Voronoi mesh near the center of a material domain, so observation 

points are captured exactly in the Voronoi mesh simulations.  The coordinates of these points are 

input to PFLOTRAN simulations on the other meshes.  PFLOTRAN chooses the cell center within 

the same cell as the input coordinates as the observation point; a difference in solution 

corresponding to the difference in location is expected.  For example, at point M2a it was not 

possible to get a good match to the Voronoi cell seed on the 8,600-cell hexahedral mesh.  In Figure 

3-10 temperature and liquid saturation at the two vertically-adjacent cells nearest M2a are plotted 

instead. 
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Figure 3-9. Simulated liquid saturation (left) and temperature (right) on the coarse hexahedral mesh on Test 

Case 2 at 1 hour. 

 

 

Figure 3-10. Simulated temperature (left) and saturation (right) versus time at three observation points for 

Test Case 2.  M1 is centrally located in Material 1.  M2a is centrally located in Material 2 and M3 is centrally 

located in Material 3.   

3.2.3.3 Test Case 3: Interior Lens 

The third test case is an interior lens that pinches out to zero height on all sides.  This feature is 

entirely in the interior of the model domain.  Figure 3-11 shows the surface Voronoi mesh for Test 

Case 3, while Figure 3-12 shows the hexahedral mesh for this model.  In Figure 3-12 slices of the 

hexahedral mesh model are cut away to show the interior lens, which is assigned Material 2, while 

the rest of the domain is Material 1.  The hexahedral mesh for this case has 511,000 cells and 

contains a number of distorted hexahedrons due to the difficulty in capturing the pinch-out of the 

lens in all directions using only hexahedrons.  In contrast the Voronoi mesh of this model is just 

22,000 elements.   
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Figure 3-11. Voronoi surface mesh for Test Case 3.  This mesh has approximately 22,000 elements. 

 

 
Figure 3-12. Hexahedral mesh of Test Case 3.  Top left: XZ slice through the center of the domain to show 

the interior lens.  Top right: the surface mesh of this model is all orthogonal hexahedral elements. Bottom: 

XY slice through the lens. This mesh has over half a million elements. 
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There is currently no easy way to assign a different material type to the lens on the Voronoi mesh.  

In the other test cases on Voronoi meshes each material is mapped to a region internally in 

PFLOTRAN by defining polygons in space. As the lens shape is highly irregular this method will 

not work for Test Case 3.  PFLOTRAN also accepts region assignment by the ID numbers of the 

cells in each region, which is how materials are assigned on all the hexahedral meshes for the test 

cases.  In the future VoroCrust will provide this information in an output file accompanying the 

simulation mesh. 

Though it is not possible to populate the lens feature in the Voronoi mesh with a separate material 

type, a simulation is run to demonstrate that it is a suitable simulation mesh.  In this simulation the 

cube from (x, y, z) = (7.4, 7.4, −3.5) to (10.6, 10.6, −4.0) inside the lens has a source term in it with 

an injection rate of 10 m3/day for one day, until the saturation in the observation cells begins to 

reach quasi-steady state.  The entire domain is Material 1 from Test Case 2, with the properties 

shown in Table 3-3.  All four side boundaries are open, but the top and bottom are sealed. 

Observation points are located 4 m from each boundary at a depth of z = −4 m directly north, south, 

east and west of the center of the model.  

The saturation and pressure profiles at the observation points are shown in Figure 3-13.  As 

expected, the pressure and saturation increase most rapidly at the southern observation point, as it 

is closest to the injection region, and more slowly at the northern observation point, as it is furthest 

from the injection region. This simulation demonstrates that the Voronoi mesh is functional; no 

comparison can be made because no simulation was run on the hexahedral mesh.  

 
Figure 3-13. Simulated pressure (left) and saturation (right) profiles at the four observation points for Test 

Case 3.  Observation points are all in the plane of the lens at a depth of z = −4m. 

3.2.3.4 Test Case 4: Faulted Layers 

The fourth test case contains three material layers which are offset across a fault that passes through 

the model at an angle.  Two of the simulation meshes and the material domains are shown in 

Figure 3-14, the material properties are in Table 3-5, while the initial and boundary conditions are 

in Table 3-6. The Voronoi mesh has 10,813 cells, while the coarse and fine hexahedral meshes 

have 4,180 cells and 66,000 cells, respectively. As in Test Case 2, the hexahedral meshes of this 

model are flexed to the model features and non-orthogonal and so they are not a rigorous 

benchmark of the simulation on the Voronoi mesh.  
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Figure 3-14.  Hexahedral (left) and Voronoi (right) meshes for Test Case 4 which has an offset fault through 

the interior of the domain. 

 

Table 3-5. Material properties for Test Case 4.  Material IDs are assigned as shown in Figure 3-14. 
 

Material 1 Material 2 Material 3 

Porosity (𝜙) 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Tortuosity 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Rock Density (kg/m3) 2800 2800 2800 

Specific Heat (J/kg·K) 500.0 500.0 500. 

Thermal Conductivity (W/K·m) 0.0001 1000.0 0.001 

Permeability (In all directions) (m2) 110−9 110−11 110−8 

 

Table 3-6. Initial and boundary conditions for Test Case 4. 
 

Initial Infiltration Release 

Pressure (Pa) 1000 100000 1000 

Temperature (C) 5.0 25.0 5.0 

Liquid Flux (cm/min) N/A 1.0 N/A 

Region Assigned All Top Face Bottom Face 

 

The thermal conductivity of Material 2 is chosen to be very high, while the permeability of this 

domain is orders of magnitude lower than the other materials.  Though unrealistic, this was chosen 

so that the temperature would rapidly propagate across Material 2, but the infiltrating water will 

preferentially flow into Materials 1 and 3. This is shown on a snapshot of the saturation and 

temperature on the 66,000-cell hexahedral mesh in Figure 3-15.  
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Temperature and saturation as functions of time for all three simulations at four observation points 

in the domain are shown on Figure 3-16. The temperature never changes at M1 or M3 due to the 

very low thermal conductivity of these materials, while saturation at M2 RT on the right side of 

Material 2 never changes due to the low permeability of that material.  As can be seen in Figure 

3-16, the conduction-dominated thermal profiles at all of the observation points are well-modeled 

by the Voronoi mesh and both of the flexed hexahedral meshes. The refined hexahedral mesh 

predicts a later increase in water saturation than the other two models at M1 and M2 LT.  This 

could be because of changes to the location of the observation points, or because of the coarse grid 

refinement in the Voronoi and coarse hexahedral mesh.   

 
Figure 3-15. Simulated liquid saturation (left) and temperature (right) on hexahedral mesh on Test Cast 4 

after 10 years. 

 

  

Figure 3-16. Simulated temperature (left) and saturation (right) versus time at four observation points for 

Test Case 4.  M1 is centrally located in Material 1.  M2 LT is in Material 2 to the left of the fault, M2 RT 

is in Material 2 to the right of the fault, and M3 is centrally located in Material 3.  Simulations for a coarse 

and refined hexahedral mesh are shown as well as the results on the Voronoi mesh. 
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3.2.4 Conclusions and Future Work 

Five example cases have been meshed with Voronoi meshes: the unit cube, layered model, pinch-

out, interior lens, and fault.  Voronoi meshes of all five models have been successfully used for 

PFLOTRAN simulations and four of them were compared with simulations on hexahedral meshes 

with similar and higher resolution.  These results verify that solutions obtained on Voronoi meshes 

agree with solutions obtained on other meshes for models of increasing complexity.  The longer-

term goal is to create Voronoi meshes of subsurface geologic and engineered features with 

VoroCrust and use them for repository simulations in PFLOTRAN.  Additional code development 

and testing is necessary as outlined in the following subsections.  

3.2.4.1 PFLOTRAN Simulation Testing 

To do a thorough simulation validation of Voronoi meshes for use in PFLOTRAN, additional 

simulation work should be done:   

• Finer Voronoi meshes of Test Cases 1 to 4 have been generated using VoroCrust but have 

not been used in PFLOTRAN simulations yet.  Simulations identical to the ones in the 

preceding sections should be run on them and compared against simulated results on the 

coarse Voronoi meshes, the hexahedral meshes and other unstructured meshes such as 

tetrahedral elements. 

• All tests so far have been conducted in PFLOTRAN’s TH mode and without transport.  It 

would be useful to compare solutions and computation times on problems run using 

PFLOTRAN’s GENERAL mode, which simulates two-phase miscible flow coupled to 

energy transport.  Reactive transport simulations may also present unique grid 

discretization requirements. 

• Voronoi meshes of increasingly complex features could be built and simulations on these 

compared to simulations on hexahedral meshes. 

3.2.4.2 VoroCrust/PFLOTRAN Interface Developments 

Two main features should be added to the VoroCrust/PFLOTRAN interface:   

• The first is two- and three-dimensional visualization of simulation results on VoroCrust 

meshes.  The current workflow does not output enough mesh information to populate 3D 

diagrams of PFLOTRAN simulation results in meshing software such as ParaView 

(https://www.paraview.org/).  

• The second is to have VoroCrust generate output files indicating which cells belong to 

which region in the models.  As discussed in the section on Test Case 3, currently 

PFLOTRAN can only define materials on relatively simple geometric shapes unless that 

information is provided cell-by-cell from an external source, such as the meshing software.   

3.2.4.3 VoroCrust Development: Anisotropic Meshing 

In the future it will be important to be able to mesh to highly anisotropic features that are common 

in the subsurface.  A VoroCrust mesh of the next proposed test case is shown in Figure 3-17. 

PFLOTRAN simulations can be run on this problem once material ID marking is available from 

VoroCrust. This mesh has 85,000 grid cells and is able to capture even the thinnest part of all seven 

layers accurately.  The trade-off is that cells become extremely small in all directions in these thin 

https://www.paraview.org/
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regions, which can result in prohibitively large numbers of cells for complex models.  Similar 

issues were encountered in creating a hexahedral mesh of the shale GFM in Section 5.1.1.3.  Future 

development of anisotropic meshing capability in VoroCrust will allow thin regions to be meshed 

with cells that are longer in the x- and y-directions than in the z-direction. 

 

 

Figure 3-17. Voronoi mesh of a highly anisotropic geologic model with seven layers of varying thickness.  

The detail section shows that the mesh is able to capture thin layers exactly, but at the cost of very small 

grid cells. 
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4 GENERIC UNSATURATED ZONE REFERENCE CASE 

In the second half of FY2019 there have been two parallel efforts on the alluvium reference case.  

The first has focused on improving computational methods for this challenging conceptual model 

and assessing the quality of simulated results.  The second is development of a new geologic 

framework model (GFM) (Gross et al, 2019).  Progress in the former effort is described here in 

Section 4.1, while the latter is briefly described in Section 4.4. 

4.1 Post-Closure Repository Modelling 

The conceptual model for a repository in unsaturated alluvium was developed by Sevougian et al. 

(2019b) and Mariner et al. (2018). The unsaturated zone repository is assumed to be 250 m below 

surface level in a high-permeability part of the alluvium formation.  The advantage of putting the 

repository in this part of the formation is lower initial saturation which results in less steam 

generation when waste packages with high heat load are emplaced.  The high permeability allows 

for the steam to escape more easily, preventing build-up of pressure in the repository in the first 

decades after closure. This was discussed in more detail in Sevougian et al. (2019b). All simulation 

parameters are identical to those used in simulations of 24-PWR waste packages 100-year OoR in 

the alluvium reference case in Sevougian et al. (2019b) and shown in Table 4.7 of that work.    

Simulation of the unsaturated zone is numerically difficult due to rapid increase in temperature in 

the first few decades post-closure.  To achieve numerical stability, simulation timestep size is 

limited by the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition, which states that flowing fluids can 

traverse at most a single grid cell in a single timestep.  Timestep size is limited by the rate at which 

the steam front propagates away from the hot waste packages, especially for single phase gas 

states.  The cells around the waste packages are refined to as small as 1.67 m and the steam front 

expands rapidly, requiring very small timesteps during the first few hundred years of the 

simulations. If the simulator attempts to take timesteps that are too large, the solution may diverge, 

which will cause the simulation to stop.  This limitation on timestep size is intrinsic to the physics 

of the problem but the time to converge at each timestep is solver-dependent.  Some numerical 

solvers handle discontinuities and nonlinearities better than other, but this is still an active area of 

research in computational sciences from which GDSA can benefit. 

4.1.1 Code Development  

A new solver for the nonlinear system called the Newton trust region (TR) method has been 

implemented into PFLOTRAN (Mariner et al., 2019; Conn et al. 2000).  The TR algorithm has not 

yet been fully tested in PFLOTRAN but, based on research in FY19, it appears to converge much 

more quickly than the default Newton’s method for challenging multiphase problems.  The TR 

algorithm is benchmarked against the Newton’s method using the site-scale (multi-drift) UZ 

simulations in the sections below. 

Two additional options have been made in PFLOTRAN to improve simulations of the UZ case 

(see Section 3.1).  The first is to have water mole fraction in the gas phase as the independent 

variable when only the gas phase is present in a grid cell, rather than the default air mole fraction.  

When steam is rapidly generated, the cells near the waste packages dry out and the gas phase 

becomes almost entirely steam.  Using air mole fraction as the independent variable means the 

solver has to operate on very small numbers, which may contribute to problems with convergence.   
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The other option added was an alternative pressure governor that limits timestep size based on 

only the gas-phase pressure in the two-phase region.  During dry-out the liquid pressure, which is 

equal to gas pressure minus capillary pressure, steeply drops to large negative values as the residual 

liquid saturation is approached.  By limiting timestep based only on gas pressure the solver is able 

to take larger timesteps during this process. 

4.2 Site-scale Models 

In this section, results of simulations conducted on a series of meshes with varying discretization 

are compared. The purpose of this modelling exercise is to test the robustness and speed of the 

Newton TR solver on numerical meshes of different resolution and to compare the results among 

the meshes, where appropriate, e.g., to compare temperatures and gas saturations at certain spatial 

locations of the simulation domains. 

The geometry of this model is identical to the model in Sections 4.3.2.2 and 4.4.2.1 of Sevougian 

et al. (2019b) except that there is no east to west hydraulic gradient.  The model domain has 25 

waste packages per drift in 27 drifts.  Drift spacing is 50 m, and center-to-center spacing of 

packages along the drift is 20 m. The model has a no-flow boundary condition at the south face, 

which acts as a reflector, so the total number of waste packages represented in the model is 1350.  

Heat sources representative of 24-PWR waste packages 100-year OoR are used. The repository 

layout, material properties, and heat source terms are identical to those used in Sevougian et al. 

(2019b). 

Four meshes of varying grid resolution have been built for the UZ model: 

1. Fully-resolved mesh (Mesh 1).  This mesh resolves the waste packages, backfilled drifts, 

shafts and halls, the disturbed rock zone (DRZ), and the surrounding alluvium formation.  

This model has two levels of local grid refinement, resulting in some non-orthogonal cells 

around the drifts and around the repository. It has 2.4 million grid cells. (See top left of 

Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3.) 

2. Mesh that resolves waste packages (Mesh 2).  This mesh resolves each waste package as 

a single grid cell and includes drifts and the surrounding halls.  The shafts and the DRZ are 

not in this model.  This model has flexing in the mesh and one level of local grid refinement, 

resulting in non-orthogonal cells around and above the repository. It has 215,000 grid cells.  

(See top right of Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3.) 

3. Mesh that resolves drifts (Mesh 3).  This mesh resolves each drift as a volume one grid 

cell wide.  Waste packages are not resolved, and the entire drift volume is assigned the 

material properties of backfill. Each drift grid-cell contains one waste package heat source. 

This model has flexing in the mesh, resulting in non-orthogonal cells around and above the 

repository. It has 105,000 grid cells.  (See bottom left of Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3.) 

4. Mesh that does not resolve drifts (Mesh 4).  This model has a coarse mesh across the 

repository so that each grid cell in the repository area contains a single waste package heat 

source.  Two simulations are run on this mesh, one with backfill material throughout the 

repository and one with alluvium material throughout.  The mesh in this model does not 

contain any flexing or local grid refinement so that all cells are orthogonal.  It has 64,000 

grid cells. (See bottom right of Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3.) 
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Figure 4-1. Plan view (XY slice) of the northeast corner of the repository in the four meshes of varying grid 

resolution.   

 

Figure 4-2. Vertical cross-section (XZ slice) through the repository including the repository area and full 

model depth.  All grids preserve stratigraphic features. Four meshes of varying grid resolution are shown.   
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Figure 4-3. Vertical cross-section (XZ slice) through the repository including only the area around the three 

drifts on the eastern edge of the repository.  The four meshes of varying grid resolution are shown.   

 

4.2.1 A Question of Solvers 

The Newton TR solver algorithm in PFLOTRAN is still being tested for stability and accuracy, so 

the first task in the present study is to validate this new TR solver against the default Newton LS 

algorithm, which reaches convergence in most settings and is used in simulations of other host-

rock concepts (shale, crystalline, bedded salt). 

Simulations were run on all four of the meshes using both the TR and LS solvers for up to 1000 

years simulation time or 48 hours wall clock time.  Simulation results are summarized in Table 

4-1.  Parameters specifying iteration behavior, timestep growth and limitations, and convergence 

criteria are identical among all simulations. 

Neither solver algorithm completed the 1000-year simulation on the fully-resolved mesh (top left 

in Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3).  The LS algorithm diverged after just over 0.1 year, while the TR 

algorithm had only progressed 81.7 years of simulation after 48 hours of computation time on 64 

cores of a parallel super-computer.   

 

Legend for Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3:  The fully resolved mesh (Mesh 1) on the top left of each of the 

above three figures includes the DRZ (material 7).  The resolved waste packages mesh (Mesh 2) on the 

top right resolves the waste packages but does not include the DRZ. The resolved drifts mesh (Mesh 3) 

on the bottom left resolves the drifts, but not individual waste packages.  The all backfill mesh (Mesh 4) 

on the bottom right does not resolve drifts or waste packages but has backfill properties throughout the 

repository.  An additional set of simulations, called “no backfill,” are conducted on a mesh identical to 

the all backfill simulation (Mesh 4), but with alluvium rock properties throughout the repository. 
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Table 4-1. Simulation time for all four meshes with both the experimental Newton TR and default 

Newton LS solvers.  All simulations are run with identical input options and time stepping routine.  

Maximum wall clock time was set to 48 hours. 

Mesh ID Simulation name Simulated time If simulation did not finish, why not 

1 Fully-resolved TR 81.7 yr Time limit with small timesteps 

1 Fully-resolved LS 0.1 yr Solution diverged 

2 Resolved WP TR 1000 yr – 

2 Resolved WP LS 19.3 yr Linear solver failure 

3 Resolved drifts TR 1000 yr – 

3 Resolved drifts LS 349 yr Time limit with small timesteps 

4 All drifts TR 1000 yr – 

4 All drifts LS 1000 yr – 

4 No drifts TR 1000 yr – 

4 No drifts LS 1000 yr – 

 

For the three coarser meshes (top right, bottom left, and bottom right in Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3), 

simulation results are shown below in Figure 4-4.  The results for the all-backfill and all-alluvium 

simulations are nearly identical, so only the all-backfill simulation is shown. The TR algorithm is 

able to simulate all of these meshes for 1000 years, but the LS solver runs only 19.3 years on the 

resolved waste packages mesh (Mesh 2) and 349 years for the resolved drifts mesh (Mesh 3) before 

falling into small timesteps and timing-out after 48 hours.  

The comparison of gas saturation and temperature in Figure 4-4 shows that for each mesh the TR 

and LS simulations are identical for nearly all times. The only exception is that the LS algorithm 

on the model that resolves waste packages shows constant gas saturation around 15 years, while 

the TR model gas saturation is declining.  The LS simulation stops a few years thereafter, likely 

because of this divergence.  The resolved drifts simulations are identical for the 349 years that the 

LS algorithm runs, and the simulations that do not resolve the repository are indistinguishable 

throughout the full 1000-year simulations.  

The simulations using the TR algorithm are nearly identical to the LS model wherever the LS 

results are available.  Simulation time on the fully-resolved mesh remains prohibitive because the 

simulation fell into very small timesteps.  It is likely that solver or time-stepper options could be 

fine-tuned to get this simulation to run more quickly. 

4.2.2 Site-Scale Model Comparison Across Grid Refinement  

In this section, the results of simulations on the four meshes are compared.  All simulations are for 

24-PWR waste packages and have identical parameters to Table 4-7 in Section 4.3.2 of Sevougian 

et al.(2019b).   

As a result of leaving features out of each model, in some places we expect to see similar results 

from the simulations while in others we do not expect a similar result.  Models that do not resolve 

the waste package cannot predict waste package temperatures. However, these models may predict 

saturation, temperature and pressure at some distance away from the waste packages, such as the 

midpoint between the drifts. Similarly, the models that do not resolve the drifts cannot predict 
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temperatures, pressures, or saturations within the repository, but may still produce acceptable 

results above and below the repository. 

 
Figure 4-4. Comparison of simulated gas saturation (left) and temperature (right) as a function of the log of 

time for the TR and LS algorithm for three of the meshes.  TR simulations are shown as lines while LS 

simulations are shown as symbols. 

4.2.2.1 Simulation Results on Refined Model  

The simulation chosen as the benchmark is that run on Mesh 2, which resolves the individual 24-

PWR waste packages but not the DRZ.  This simulation was chosen because the simulation on the 

fully-resolved mesh (Mesh 1) only ran for 82 years.  Figure 4-5 shows the temperature and 

saturation at relevant points near the repository.  The top left subfigure shows that the waste 

packages dry out almost immediately, but the drift between the waste packages dries out over 

decades. The formation between the drifts does not dry out until 400 years after closure and 

remains dry for the duration of the simulation. The bottom right picture shows that the regions 

above and below the repository will never dry out.  This indicates that the dried-out region is 

localized in the repository.   

The temperature in the waste packages reaches a maximum temperature of 200C around 20 years 

post-closure.  The repository between the waste packages does not reach its maximum temperature 

of 100oC until nearly 400 years post-closure.  These results are identical to those observed in 

Sevougian et al.(2019b) and are discussed in more detail in that work.  

4.2.2.2 Simulation Results Across Model Refinement  

Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 show gas saturation in the repository at 20 years (the time of maximum 

temperature in the waste packages), at 80 years (the final time step for the fully-resolved model), 

and at 500 years (the time of maximum dry out), for all four simulation meshes.  As expected, the 

propagation of the dry out zone away from the waste packages can clearly be seen in the fully 

resolved mesh (Mesh 1) and in the mesh that resolves the waste packages (Mesh 2), but not in the 

two coarser models (Meshes 3 and 4).  The dry out zone is propagating more quickly in the y-

direction for the mesh that omits the DRZ (Mesh 2) due to the large grid cells in the y-direction.   

In the model that resolves the drifts but not the waste packages (Mesh 3), the drifts are almost 

entirely dry at all of the snapshots in time shown. The mesh that does not resolve the repository 

(Mesh 4) eventually reaches residual gas saturation of 10%, but never dries out at all.   
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Figure 4-5. Temperature and gas saturation as a function of time for the model that resolves the waste 

packages but not the DRZ (Mesh 2).  Temperature (top left) and gas saturation (top right) in the centermost 

waste package, between two waste packages in the drift and in the alluvium at the midpoint between four 

waste packages. Temperature (bottom left) and gas saturation (bottom right) in the formation that contains 

the repository (ubf 3 over and ubf 3 below—observation points in the upper basin fill just above and beneath 

the repository horizon) and in the confining beds above (confining 2) and below (confining 3) the 

repository. 

4.2.2.2.1 In the Waste Package 

As can be seen in Figure 4-9, all three models that resolve the drifts capture the rapid dry out of 

the waste packages, while only the two models that resolve the waste packages individually are 

able to capture the sharp initial increase in temperature.  The model that does not resolve the waste 

packages (Mesh 3) has the heat sources spread over a volume of 500 m3, while the model waste 

packages are 13.77m3, so the temperature at the center of the heat sources is expected to be 

underestimated. In all three models the drifts mostly dry out within 50 years, so it makes intuitive 

sense that all three simulations that resolve the drifts can capture this phenomenon, though dry out 

is achieved slightly later in the coarsest model (Mesh 3).  
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Figure 4-6. Plan view (XY slice) of saturation in the north east corner of the repository at time t = 20 yr.  

This is near time of the maximum temperature in the waste packages for the refined simulations. Top left 

(Mesh 1): fully resolved simulation.  Top right (Mesh 2): simulation that resolves waste packages but not 

the DRZ.  Bottom left (Mesh 3): simulation that resolves drifts but not waste packages.  Bottom right 

(Mesh 4): Simulation that does not resolve the repository and has backfill throughout the repository area. 

 

Figure 4-7. Plan view (XY slice) of saturation in the north east corner of the repository at time t = 80 yr.  

This is the final snapshot of the simulation on the fully-resolved mesh. Top left (Mesh 1): fully resolved 

simulation.  Top right (Mesh 2): simulation that resolves waste packages but not the DRZ.  Bottom left 

(Mesh 3): simulation that resolves drifts but not waste packages.  Bottom right (Mesh 4): Simulation that 

does not resolve the repository and has backfill throughout the repository area. 
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Figure 4-8. Plan view (XY slice) of saturation in the north east corner of the repository at time t = 500 yr.  

This is near time of the maximum dry out between the drifts for the refined simulations. Top left (Mesh 1): 

fully resolved simulation is not shown because it did nor progress to this time.  Top right (Mesh 2): 

simulation that resolves waste packages but not the DRZ.  Bottom left (Mesh 3): simulation that resolves 

drifts but not waste packages.  Bottom right (Mesh 4): Simulation that does not resolve the repository and 

has backfill throughout the repository area. 

 
Figure 4-9. Gas saturation (left) and temperature (right) in the waste package for all 5 simulations.   

4.2.2.2.2 In the Repository Between Drifts 

Temperature and saturation at the midpoint between the two centermost drifts are shown in 

Figure 4-10.  At this location all of the models do a relatively good job of capturing the temperature 

as a function of time.  All of the coarsened meshes predict a slightly more rapid increase in 

temperature than the fully resolved model due to enhanced numerical dispersion.   

The saturation between the drifts in the first few hundred years is only well-modeled by the mesh 

that resolves the waste packages.  In that model the gas saturation first increases to one minus the 

residual water saturation as the mobile water flows out of the area, then 200 years later sufficient 
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heat has accumulated to flash the residual water to steam and the gas saturation abruptly changes 

to 100%.  This is the correct sequence of events for propagation of gas in the repository.  The 

model that resolves the drifts smears this two-step process, and the coarsest models do not capture 

the evaporation of the residual water at all. 

4.2.2.2.3 In Surrounding Media 

Figure 4-11 shows the gas saturation and temperature below the repository for all five simulations.  

As can be seen, the three meshes that resolve the drifts all predict a decrease followed by an 

increase in gas saturation and similar increases in temperature below the repository.  The two 

simulations on the mesh that does not resolve the repository overestimate the gas saturation and 

underestimate the temperature at all times.  Several observation points above and below the 

repository were compared, and the results were qualitatively similar.   

 

 
Figure 4-10. Gas saturation (left) and temperature (right) between two central drifts for all 5 simulation 

models. 

 
Figure 4-11. Gas saturation (left) and temperature (right) in the confining zone below the repository for all 

5 simulation models. 

4.2.2.3 Grid Refinement Conclusions 

The simulation results have been compared for the five models with varying resolution.  The two 

simulation meshes (Mesh 1 and Mesh 2) that explicitly grid the waste packages are able to resolve 

sharp temperature and saturation changes in the repository (Figure 4-9), but only the fully resolved 

grid (Mesh 1) seems accurate enough to capture the true peak values.  The model that resolves 

only the drifts (Mesh 3) may be sufficient for modeling the area between drifts and is certainly 

usable for locations above and below the repository.  The two models that did not resolve the 
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repository (Mesh 4) performed poorly at all observation points and are likely too coarse to be 

useful. 

4.2.3 Single WP Model 

In addition to the site-scale models in the previous section, a highly refined mesh of ¼ of a waste 

package was built.  The geometry of this model is loosely based on the model in Section 6.2 of 

Sevougian et al. (2019b).  It uses closed boundaries on all 4 lateral sides to simulate one waste 

package in the center of an infinite array of waste packages.  The model is 150 m tall so that for 

heat sources representative of 24-PWR waste packages 100-year OoR, changes in temperature and 

saturation do not reach the top and bottom of the domain, which are both held constant at the initial 

condition. 

The ¼ waste package model has identical dimensions to a package in the 2527 array of the PA 

scale model and should be a good representation of the centermost waste packages in the array.  

The black rectangle in Figure 4-12 shows an XZ side-view of the part of the array captured in the 

¼ waste package model.  The single waste package model has dimensions 2510150 m to 

represent 50 m drift spacing with 20 m between waste packages along the drift, like the site-scale 

array.  This model has 37,440 elements with the mesh shown on the right side of Figure 4-13.  The 

waste packages, drift, and damaged zone in Figure 4-13 have identical dimension to the fully 

resolved site-scale model.  The low-permeability alluvium material above and below the repository 

have the same distance to the waste packages.  All material properties are taken from the full-scale 

simulations.  The initial conditions are equilibrated to have the same initial saturation, pressure 

and temperature as the site-scale model. 

 

Figure 4-12. Section of the site-scale domain represented by the single waste package model is shown in 

the black square.  
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Figure 4-13.  Left: Materials in the center section of the single waste package model.  Waste package is 

Material 8, drift is Material 5, DRZ is Material 6 low permeability alluvium is Material 3 and high 

permeability alluvium is Material 4. Right: Gas saturation is lower in material 4 (high permeability) than 

material 3 (low permeability), like in full model. Simulation mesh is also shown. The full thickness of the 

model in the z direction is not shown. 

One key change from Sevougian et al. (2019b) is that the waste package in the current study is 

rectangular.  This was desirable because it preserves the waste package shape and dimension in 

the site-scale array.  Furthermore, a model with nearly orthogonal cells everywhere will be 

numerically easier to simulate and have less potential for mass-conservation errors than the model 

with a radially flexed grid.  Simulations with the Newton TR solver are shown, as it was far more 

computationally efficient in this model and has been benchmarked satisfactorily in the site-scale 

array section above.   

4.2.3.1 Simulation Results for The Single Waste Package Model 

Simulated saturation and temperature are shown for the ¼ waste package model with a 24-PWR 

waste package 100 years OoR in the alluvium formation in Figure 4-14, while Figure 4-15 shows 

saturation and temperature at selected observation points in and around the waste package. 

Even though the waste package, drift and damaged zone have rectangular cross-section in this 

model, heat and the dry out zone propagate radially outward into the formation from very early 

time.  For the first two snapshots in time in Figure 4-14, after 10 years and 50 years the dry out 

zone expands radially.  At later times as the waste packages cool, the gas begins to migrate upward, 

and the dry-out zone forms a tear-drop shape.  After 1000 years a large dry out zone still exists, 

even though the formation in the area shown near the waste package is a relatively constant 

temperature a few degrees warmer than the initial temperature.  

This highly-refined model predicts that the region between drifts will never dry out completely, as 

can be seen in Figure 4-15 and the saturation profile on the top right of Figure 4-15.  The waste 
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package dries out almost immediately, and the drift between the waste packages dries out in the 

first few decades, while saturation between the drifts increases slightly. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-14. Top Left: simulated liquid saturation (left) and temperature (right) for 24-PWR waste package 

at 10 yrs, the time of peak temperature in the waste package. Top right: simulated liquid saturation (left) 

and temperature (right) at 50 years. Bottom left: simulated liquid saturation (left) and temperature (right) at 

250 years. Bottom right: simulated liquid saturation (left) and temperature (right) at 1000 years, the time of 

maximum dry out. 
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Figure 4-15. Temperature and gas saturation as a function of time for the ¼ waste package model.  

Temperature (top left) and gas saturation (top right) in the center of the waste package (in WP), in the drift 

halfway to the next waste package (in drift), and the midpoint between two drifts (equidistant 4 WP). 

Temperature (bottom left) and gas saturation (bottom right) in the formation that contains the repository 

(ubf 3 over and ubf 3 below—observation points in the upper basin fill just above and beneath the repository 

horizon) and in the confining beds above (confining 2) and below (confining 3) the repository. 

The bottom left subfigure in Figure 4-15 shows that in the formation above and below the 

repository, temperature increases, but never reaches 100oC and dries out.  Gas saturation in 

confining layer 2 and in ubf 3 above the repository increase slightly, while gas saturation at the 

two observation points below the repository decreases initially.  As steam is formed it moves 

radially out from the waste package.  When it reaches a cooler region it forms a re-condensation 

front, which can be seen in the top left of Figure 4-14, as a ring of higher water saturation 

surrounding the dried-out region.  The condensed water is pulled downward by gravity, increasing 

the water saturation below the waste package. After the condensation front has passed and the 

formation cools the gas saturation slowly returns to its original value, as can be seen in the bottom 

right of Figure 4-15.   

4.2.4 Comparison Across Model Scales 

The most refined site-scale domain had waste packages modelled as three grid cells and the 

intermediate domain had waste packages as a single grid block, while the highly refined ¼ waste 

package model represents each waste package as 448 = 128 grid cells (of which ¾ are mirrors 

in the closed boundaries).  The ¼ waste package model provides a benchmark to test what physics 

at the small-scale are smoothed out by even the fully-resolved model with 2.4 million grid cells. 

Figure 4-16 shows a comparison of the temperature and gas saturation between the ¼ waste 

package model and the centermost waste package in the two site-scale models that resolve the 
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waste packages. The top left subfigure shows that the site-scale models both predict a lower 

maximum temperature in the waste package.  This is in part the result of numerical dispersion 

spreading out the temperature due to the relative coarseness of these meshes.  However, the ¼ 

waste package model with closed boundaries represents a waste package at the center of an infinite 

array, so it may over-estimate the temperature of the real array that has dimensions 2725 waste 

packages. The top right subfigure shows that the waste package dries out almost immediately in 

all the models and does not re-saturate during the 1000-year simulation. 

The bottom of Figure 4-16 shows that the temperature and gas saturation between the drifts is very 

well modeled by the fully resolved site-scale model for the 82 years that it was able to simulate.  

The model that resolves the waste packages but not the drifts predicts complete dry-out of the area 

between the drifts, which is not observed in the ¼ waste package model. The temperature between 

drifts is also consistently overestimated by about 10 degrees.  Over estimation of temperature away 

from the heat source coupled with underestimation of temperature inside the heat source (waste 

package) cells are consistent with what would be expected for numerical dispersion on the coarse 

mesh.   

 

 

Figure 4-16. Saturation (left) and temperature (right) in and between the waste packages for the ¼ waste 

package model and the two site-scale models that resolve the waste packages.   

4.3  Conclusions and Considerations for Future PA Modelling 

The initial task in the UZ modelling section was to verify the suitability of the new Newton TR 

algorithm for simulations of this complex model.  In all five models benchmarked this solver gave 

the same results as the default Newton LS method.  The TR method was also much faster, allowing 

all except the finest mesh simulation to run to 1000 years within the 48-hour cutoff.  
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The study of multiple simulation models of one site-scale conceptual model has provided insight 

as to the level of grid refinement necessary to capture heat and fluid flow in the UZ repository for 

24-PWR waste packages 100 years OoR.  Of the five models, the most refined was unable to 

complete the simulation and the two least refined had unsuitable results for all observation points 

considered.  The two intermediate models provided broadly acceptable results at observation 

points and could be improved through a suitable upscaling study.   

Finally, a highly refined, ¼ waste package model was run to study dry out of the repository in 

detail.  These results were also compared with the results of the site-scale models.  This study 

served to highlight the impact of numerical dispersion, even in the site-scale models that resolved 

the waste packages. 

Possible next steps for the alluvium reference case include: 

1. Run simulations beyond 1000 years.  The 1000-year simulation time in this work was too 

short to include the re-saturation process.  Re-saturation can be challenging to simulate as 

the buoyancy driving force is so small and it is not always clear what direction is upstream.  

This may require additional code development.   

2. Push the fully-resolved 2.4 million grid cell model to completion.  The comparison with 

the ¼ waste package model highlighted the over-estimation of the dried-out region in the 

resolved waste packages model.   

3. Develop intermediate-scale model that contains several waste packages, but is small 

enough to have a highly refined mesh.  It could be used for additional benchmarking. 

4. Simulate transport on one or more of the meshes to test the effects of grid refinement on 

radionuclide movement, including the impact of the dry-out zone.  The grid resolution 

required for long-term radionuclide transport may be finer or coarser than required for the 

transient heat and fluid flow simulation. 

4.4 Geologic Framework Model 

A separate document by Gross et al. (2019) details the first steps in the development of a new 

geologic framework model (GFM) for an alluvial basin. In that work, development of a 

stratigraphic and hydrologic model of the Mimbres Basin from available seismic and well data is 

detailed.   

A GFM must capture the geologic elements that may impact performance of a potential repository, 

such as basin geometry, stratigraphy, lithofacies, hydrofacies and geologic structures. The first 

step, and the focus of Gross et al. (2019), is to establish the geologic elements that define the 

boundaries of the alluvial sub-basin, such as depth to bedrock, basin-bounding and intra-basin 

faults, and the geometry of the bed rock on which the alluvial basin-fill sediments were deposited. 

The current basin structure GFM contains limited detail of the internal characteristics of the 

alluvium within the basin and these features will be added as part of future work.  Eventually, the 

generic regional-scale GFM (whether an alluvial basin or other concept) will interface with the 

GDSA site-scale generic reference case. 
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5 GENERIC SHALE REFERENCE CASE  

This section builds on the generic shale/argillite/clay reference case reported in Mariner et al. 

(2017), the shale Geologic Framework Model (GFM) presented in Sevougian et al. (2019b), and 

the near-field simulations addressing evolution of the disturbed rock zone (DRZ) in Sevougian et 

al. (2019b).  Section 5.1 discusses additions to the shale GFM and the shale conceptual model for 

the features and process in the region of the GFM.  Section 5.2 presents a geomechanical analysis 

of buffer resaturation and DRZ evolution on a fine-scale (i.e., high resolution grid) single-drift 

grid, developed for the eventual goal of showing how processes at this scale can be coupled to a 

coarser-scale PA grid.  Finally, Section 5.3 presents the reference case and deterministic 

simulations of a generic shale host rock repository containing 24-PWR and 37-PWR DPC-

canisterized commercial SNF, supplementing the 12-PWR and 4-PWR reference cases in Mariner 

et al. (2017). 

5.1 Geologic Model for the Shale Reference Case 

The geologic model for the shale (argillite) reference case includes a conceptual model of the 

geologic and hydrologic environment and a geologic framework model (GFM) to document and 

interpret the key features of a representative shale environment (the NBS). The methodology used 

to develop the shale GFM is documented in detail in Sevougian et al. (2019b). The methodology 

included selection of an area of Pierre Shale of suitable thickness and depth to locate a repository 

at a reference depth of 400 meters, identification of data sources to construct the GFM, and 

decisions on how to represent the stratigraphy of the region given incomplete data. The data used 

to develop the GFM were primarily oil and gas borehole logs that define the top elevation of each 

formation represented in the GFM. Interpolation of the elevation data from the boreholes was used 

to model the upper surfaces of each formation (Sevougian et al. 2019b). 

The Pierre Shale was chosen as the basis of the shale conceptual model due to its large areal extent, 

thickness (>400 meters), accessible depth, stable tectonic history and desirable mechanical and 

hydrologic properties (Perry and Kelley 2017). The specific region chosen to develop the shale 

GFM is to the northeast of the Black Hills uplift in the Northern Great Plains Province (Figure 5-1). 

The dimensions of the region are 69 km (E-W) by 83 km (N-S). In this region, the Pierre Shale is 

near the top of a thick sequence (~1500-2000 meters) of sedimentary rocks dominated by marine 

shales in the upper part and sandstones and limestones in the lower part.  

In this section, updates to the features of the shale GFM are presented and analytical methods are 

used to document the relationships between features represented in the GFM. Also updated are 

features and processes specific to the region of the shale GFM. The shale GFM was developed 

using RockWorks17® software (Rockware Inc., www.rockware.com) and ArcGIS 10.6 (ESRI, 

www.esri.com). The GFM was gridded at a horizontal resolution of 250 meters and a vertical 

resolution of 10 meters resulting in a grid array of 277 by 333 by 201. 

5.1.1 Update of the Shale GFM for the Argillite Reference Case 

This section presents new features and analyses that represent an update to the Shale GFM 

presented in Sevougian et al. (2019b). The new features are a synthetic fault that offsets the 

stratigraphy of the GFM and inclusion of the water table in this region. We also conduct a series 

of analyses using the GIS and GFM software to document the relationships between the reference 

repository horizon, the host formation, and hydrologic features represented in the GFM. Although 

http://www.rockware.com/
http://www.esri.com/
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these analyses are applied to a relatively simple geologic environment, they demonstrate how the 

analytical tools available in GIS and GFM software can be used to evaluate areas where a 

repository could be located using basic criteria such as depth and thickness of the potential host 

formation. 

 

Figure 5-1. Location of the shale GFM and boreholes used as data inputs. The surface geology shown within 

the boundary of the GFM region is from Martin et al. (2004). Thickness contours for the Pierre Shale are 

from Perry et al. (2014). Note that the Pierre Shale is thinned by erosion where it ramps onto the Black 

Hills uplift. 

5.1.1.1 Geologic and Hydrologic Features Represented in the GFM 

The GFM represents a stratigraphic column of approximately 1500-1800 meters of sedimentary 

rock, depending on location (Table 5-1; Figure 5-2). The entire sedimentary sequence is 

characterized by alternating confining units (shales) that separate major regional aquifers (Figure 

5-2). The upper half of the stratigraphy is dominated by Cretaceous shales (the Pierre Shale near 

the top as well as several hundred meters of underlying shale units) while the lower half of the 

stratigraphy includes the major regional sandstone and limestone aquifers as well as shale 

confining units (Figure 5-2). The Pierre Shale and the other sedimentary rocks ramp up to the 

southwest towards the Black Hills uplift and dip generally to the north and the northeast in the 

region of the GFM. In the northern portion of the GFM, the Pierre Shale is overlain by the Fox 
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Hills and Hell Creek Formations (combined in the GFM due to lack of borehole data; Figure 5-2). 

The sandstone facies within these formations comprise the Fox Hills/Hell Creek aquifer. 

 
Figure 5-2. Block diagram of the stratigraphy represented in the GFM. View is from the northeast at 10x 

vertical resolution. Vertical scale is elevation relative to sea level. The Fox Hills Formation and parts of the 

Pierre Shale are at the modern erosional surface. The base of the GFM is the bottom of the Madison Group. 

The Precambrian surface (McCormick 2010) below the base of the Madison Group is shown for reference 

but is not part of the GFM.  

The lower half of the stratigraphic column represented in the GFM includes four regional aquifers 

at depths of approximately 1000 meters (Inyan Kara aquifer) to 1500 meters (Madison aquifer; 

Driscoll et al. 2002). Groundwater flow in these aquifers is controlled largely by recharge in the 

Black Hills uplift to the southwest. Groundwater flows downgradient from the southwest to the 

northeast in the area of the GFM (Driscoll et al., 2002). The Inyan Kara aquifer is composed of 

several sandstone units and has a typical thickness of 100 meters. The Minnekahta aquifer is 

composed of laminated limestone and has a typical thickness of 15 meters. The Minnelusa aquifer 

is within sandstone in the upper half of the Minnelusa Formation and has a typical thickness of 

100 meters (Greene, 1993). The Madison aquifer is composed predominantly of massive 

limestones of the Madison Group. The aquifer is contained within the upper 70 meters of the 

Madison Group, where fractures and paleokarstic solution features have created secondary 

porosity within the limestone (Greene, 1993; Driscoll et al. 2002).  

Other aquifers in the region are considered minor or local aquifers. The Niobrara aquifer is not 

identified as an aquifer by Driscoll et al. (2002) in their discussions of Black Hills hydrology and 

Bredehoeft et al. (1983) consider it a minor aquifer. The Greenhorn Limestone, which lies below 

the Niobrara Formation and is separated from it by the Carlile Shale, is also considered a minor 

aquifer (Bredehoeft et al. 1983). The equivalent of the Dakota aquifer in the Black Hills region is 

the thin Newcastle sandstone which lies stratigraphically above the Inyan Kara Group and is 

separated from it by the Skull Creek shale (Bredehoeft et al. 1983). Well to the east of the Black 

Hills region, the Inyan Kara and the Newcastle sandstones merge (the Skull Creek Shale pinches 

out) and the aquifer is known as the Dakota aquifer. 
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The minor sandstone and limestone aquifers that lie above the Inyan Kara Group are included as 

part of the “undifferentiated Cretaceous Shales” in the GFM (Table 5-1). Within this 

undifferentiated interval, the Newcastle Sandstone is part of the Graneros Group, which includes 

three shale formations and the Newcastle Sandstone (Fahrenbach et al. 2007). 

Estimates of the permeability and porosity of the formations in the GFM are summarized in 

Table 5-1. These estimates are based on data summarized in Driscoll et al. (2002) and Perry and 

Kelley (2017). A few permeability estimates are inferred based on like rock types. 

Table 5-1. Stratigraphic and hydrologic properties of formations represented in the GFM. 

5.1.1.1.1 Faulting 

The GFM is in a stable region of the US that has been largely unaffected by Quaternary tectonism 

or faulting. No faults are documented within the area of the GFM, although normal and reverse 

faulting with displacements of several tens of meters has been documented directly the east of the 

GFM area (Nichols et al. 1994). Given the occurrence of faults to the east, it would not be 

surprising if similar (undocumented) faults occur within the area of the GFM. Although there are 

no documented faults to include in the GFM, we have an interest in introducing more complex 

features in the GFM for the purpose of developing a meshing capability for these features. To that 

end, we introduced a synthetic fault to the GFM. The fault geometry was chosen to be a simple 

normal fault with vertical displacement. We arbitrarily chose a fault displacement of 250 meters, 

to clearly see the offset of the formation surfaces within the GFM.  

To create a fault model, data is needed for the location and orientation of the fault (fault trace), the 

fault dip (observed or inferred). The amount of offset on a fault can be obtained from subsurface 

Borehole 
Stratigraphy 

Lithology GFM stratigraphy Thickness (m) 
Represent-

ative 
thickness 

Permeability 

m2 

Porosity 

% 

Fox Hills 
Sandstone/Hell Creek 
Fm. 

Sandstone, shale, 
siltstone Fox Hills Sandstone 0-209 60 1e-13 20 

Pierre Shale Shale with minor 
sand or silt 
intervals 

Pierre Shale 250-598 450 1e-19 10-30 

Niobrara Formation Shale, chalky 
limestone 

Niobrara Formation 33-159 50 1e-14 40 

Carlile Shale Shale 
Undifferentiated 

Cretaceous Shales 

315-509 

 

350 1e-20 

 

20 

Greenhorn Formation Shale, limestone 

Graneros Group Shale, sandstone 

Inyan Kara Group 
(regional aquifer) 

Sandstone, shale 
Inyan Kara Group 26-136 50 1e-13 20 

Morrison Formation Shale, sandstone Undifferentiated 
Jurassic-Triassic 

Shales/Sandstones 
106-259 200 1e-20 20 Sundance Formation Sandstone, shale 

Spearfish Formation Shale, gypsum 

Minnekahta 
Limestone (regional 
aquifer) 

Limestone  
Minnekahta 
Limestone 

12-18 15 1e-12 10 

Opeche Shale Shale Opeche Shale 12-34 20 1e-20 20 

Minnelusa Formation 
(regional aquifer) 

Sandstone  
Minnelusa Formation 219-239 230 1e-12 10 

Madison Group 
(regional aquifer) 

Limestone 
Madison Group 150-160 150 1e-12 35 
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markers that indicate the displacement of surfaces on either side of the fault. These markers can 

be obtained from borehole data, geophysical imaging, or in some cases surface observations and 

mapping. In many areas where subsurface data is sparse, the geometry of a fault or fault system 

and the displacement of faulted surfaces must be estimated from simplified assumptions based on 

limited knowledge of the fault system.  

For the synthetic fault, we assumed a constant offset of 250 meters for all the stratigraphic surfaces 

(Figure 5-3). We then manually offset each of the surfaces at the fault boundary using the raster or 

grid math utilities that are available in either ArcGIS or Rockworks. The workflow to create the 

synthetic fault is as follows: 

1. Draw (from a map view) a NNE-tending fault trace across the extent of the GFM. This 

information is then included in a Rockworks fault file that also includes the dip angle (90 

degrees in this case) and vertical extent of the fault plane. 

2. Use the fault trace as a segment of a polygon that is used to clip the original unfaulted 

surfaces into two surfaces separated by the fault. 

3. Use grid math tools to calculate a 250-meter offset of the downthrown surface.  

4. Repeat these steps for all the stratigraphic surfaces included in the GFM. 

 
Figure 5-3. Synthetic fault (red surface) offsetting the upper four stratigraphic units in the Shale GFM.  

View is from the northeast at 10x vertical exaggeration. The fault is vertical and offsets each of the 

stratigraphic units by 250 meters. 

The results of the workflow are shown in Figure 5-3. Only the upper four stratigraphic units were 

calculated for this example. The resulting model demonstrates the capability to create a fault 

surface and offset stratigraphic surfaces. These surfaces can be meshed using CUBIT for use in 

simulation modeling.  

Rockworks is not intended to model complexly faulted systems that include multiple faults or fault 

intersections. High-resolution geophysical imaging is typically required to constrain the geometry 

of complexly faulted systems, a capability that is most commonly applied in the oil and gas 

industry. GFM software with more advanced fault modeling capabilities can solve fault/surface or 

fault/fault intersections to ensure that no gaps or intersection errors exist. 
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5.1.1.1.2 Depth and Elevation of the Water Table 

The configuration of the water table in the GFM region is important to document because it 

delineates the boundary between the saturated and unsaturated zones. Groundwater levels were 

obtained from water well data that resides in the USGS National Water Information System 

Groundwater Levels database (https://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/usa/nwis/gwlevels). Seventy-

seven water wells from the database lie within the boundary of the GFM. The data points for water 

table depth were used to create a water table depth surface using nearest neighbor interpolation in 

ArcGIS (Figure 5-4, left panel). Water depths in wells range from less than 10 meters to more than 

120 meters in the southwestern portion of the GFM. There is no clear spatial pattern to the depth 

to the water table and, accept for a few areas, the water table in a large proportion of the GFM is 

at a depth of less and 20 meters (Figure 5-4, left panel) and resides within the Fox Hills Formation. 

To calculate the elevation of the water table, the water table depth surface was subtracted from the 

ground surface (DEM) using grid math (Figure 5-4, right panel). As expected, the water table 

elevation follows the topography of the region and is highest in areas with the highest topography. 

A 3-D view of the water table elevation relative to the upper surface of the Pierre Shale shows that 

the water table lies above the top of the Pierre Shale in much of the northern portion of the GFM 

(Figure 5-5). These areas correspond to areas where the Fox Hills Formation is present; within 

these areas the water table lies within the Fox Hills Formation. 

 

  
 

Figure 5-4.  Depth (left) and elevation (right) of the water table in the GFM. 

 

https://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/usa/nwis/gwlevels
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Figure 5-5. 3-D view of the relationship between the top of the Pierre Shale (gray surface) and the water 

table (blue surface). View is from the northeast with a vertical exaggeration of 10x. In much of the area, 

the water table lies above the top of the Pierre Shale within the Fox Hills Formation. The water table surface 

is the equivalent of the map view of elevation in Figure 5-4. Vertical scale is in meters relative to sea level. 

5.1.1.2 Analysis of the Relationships between Geologic and Hydrologic Surfaces  

One purpose of a GFM is to analyze the relationships between the features represented in the 

model. For the purposes of SFWST, this would include analyzing the relationship between a 

reference repository depth and key features related to repository location such as the host rock 

geometry and key hydrologic features. These relationships can be analyzed using the analytical 

capabilities of GIS and GFM software with the results displayed as 2-D maps or 3-D visualizations. 

Determining the quantitative relationship of features in the geologic environment to a reference 

repository horizon involves grid math calculations to determine distances (e.g., thickness, depth, 

vertical separation) between the repository horizon and the features of the GFM. The spatial 

relationships of these features can constrain the areas of a host rock that are suitable for locating a 

repository. Similar analyses of the depth and thickness of the host rock relative to potential 

repository locations within the host rock have been carried out for other repository programs (e.g., 

Vis and Verweij 2014). 

5.1.1.2.1 Relationship of Repository Horizon to the Pierre Shale Geometry 

Depth to the repository is often imagined as a horizontal plane of constant elevation. This is true 

only in a region where the ground surface is flat. In an area of topographic relief, the depth to a 

repository is not constant over the area of the repository but varies depending on the surface relief 

above the repository. As an example, the depth of the proposed Yucca Mountain repository block 

varied by more than 100 meters depending on location relative to the crest and slopes of Yucca 

Mountain. 

The depth of the reference case repository is 400 meters below the ground surface. Using grid 

math functions in the GIS and GFM software we constructed a constant-depth surface of the 

repository horizon by subtracting 400 meters from the DEM representing the ground surface. The 

repository horizon surface represents the 400-meter depth from the surface at every grid point in 

the GFM. It therefore mimics the surface relief of the GFM. 

The relationship between the repository horizon and the top and base of the Pierre Shale is shown 

in Figure 5-6. The 400-meter repository horizon lies within the Pierre Shale over most of the area 
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of the GFM (Figure 5-6, bottom). In the northern 2/3 of the GFM, the base of the Pierre Shale lies 

between 100 and 300 meters below the repository horizon with the distance increasing to the north, 

consistent with the regional northerly dip of the formation (Figure 5-6, top left). Along the southern 

margin of the GFM the repository horizon lies below the base of the Pierre Shale and a repository 

could not be located in these areas if the 400-meter repository horizon was honored (Figure 5-6, 

top left). The depth of the repository horizon below the top of the Pierre Shale is 400 meters where 

the Pierre Shale is at the ground surface and between 400 and 120 meters where the Fox Hills 

Formation is present above the Pierre Shale (Figure 5-6, top right).  

Figure 5-6. 2-D and 3-D representations of the relationships between a reference repository depth of 400 

meters and the top and bottom of the Pierre Shale. In the 3-D view (bottom panel) the repository depth is 

the red surface and the semi-transparent gray volume is the Pierre Shale. The base of the Pierre shale is 

shown in yellow. View is from the southwest at a vertical exaggeration of 10x.  Shown for scale is the shale 

reference repository footprint (black) that is pinned to the repository depth surface (front left of bottom 

panel). 

5.1.1.2.2 Relationship of Repository Horizon to Hydrologic Features of the Region 

Hydrologic features included in the GFM are the water table and major aquifers. The vertical 

distances between the water table, the Inyan Kara aquifer and the repository horizon are calculated 

using grid math. These calculations show the thickness of the saturated zone above the repository 

horizon and the distance between the repository horizon and first major aquifer that lies below the 

repository horizon. 
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The water table in the region of the GFM typically lies at a depth of 10-20 meters (Figure 5-7), 

well above the reference repository horizon. The distance from the repository horizon to the water 

table ranges from 265 meters almost 400 meters (Figure 5-7). Over most of the GFM area, the 

water table is 380 to 400 meters above the repository horizon, which defines the typical thickness 

of the saturated zone above the repository horizon. 

 

Figure 5-7. Distance of the water table from 400-m depth repository horizon. The distance represents the 

thickness of the saturated zone above the repository horizon. 

The water table in the region of the GFM typically lies at a depth of 10-20 meters (Figure 5-7), 

well above the reference repository horizon. The distance from the repository horizon to the water 

table ranges from 265 meters almost 400 meters (Figure 5-7). Over most of the GFM area, the 

water table is 380 to 400 meters above the repository horizon, which defines the typical thickness 

of the saturated zone above the repository horizon. 

The Inyan Kara aquifer is the first regional aquifer lying below the Pierre Shale and the 

undifferentiated Cretaceous Shales (Figure 5-2). The thickness of shale between the reference 

repository horizon and the Inyan Kara aquifer thus represents a thick low-permeability barrier 

between the repository and a potential pathway for radionuclide migration. The distance between 

the repository horizon and the Inyan Kara Group ranges from less than 400 meters in the southern 

part of the GFM to more than 700 meters in the northern part (Figure 5-8). The increased separation 

of these surfaces to the north is due to the northerly dip of the formations, a general thickening of 

units to the north and the higher elevation of the repository horizon to the north (Figure 5-6). The 

northern area of the GFM thus provides a thicker low-permeability barrier between the repository 

horizon and the Inyan Kara aquifer.  

The spatial relationships between the Pierre Shale, hydrologic features and the repository horizon 

are shown together in a 3-D visualization of the GFM (Figure 5-9). 
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Figure 5-8. Depth (distance) of the Inyan Kara aquifer below the 400-m depth repository horizon. 

 

Figure 5-9. View of the GFM from the northwest showing the relationships between the water table and 

Inyan Kara aquifer (blue surfaces), the Pierre Shale (semi-transparent gray, base is yellow) and the reference 

repository depth (red surface). The base of the Fox Hills aquifer is approximately coincident with the top 

of the Pierre Shale. 

5.1.1.3 Meshing the Features of the GFM 

One of the goals in developing the shale GFM is to demonstrate a workflow that uses the features 

of the GFM to create a mesh for simulation modeling. This is accomplished by exporting the 

geologic surfaces (formation tops) shown in Figure 5-10 for input into the meshing software. 

Generating a simulation mesh from the geologic surfaces generated by Rockworks required a 

multistep process using python, CUBIT and SCULPT software (Owen et al, 2019a; Owen et al, 

2019b). 
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Figure 5-10. Surfaces (formation tops) used as the basis for meshing the features of the GFM. 

The geologic software outputs each surface as coordinates on a grid of equal-distant points in x 

and y, but CUBIT requires connectivity data to read in surfaces.  The first step in generating a 

surface mesh is a python/CUBIT script that connects each point in space with its three nearest 

neighbors.  A small rectangular surface is then created for each set of neighbors.  Each of these 

surfaces is joined together into a single large surface that spans the model in x and y space.  This 

surface is meshed to the desired resolution, in this case 1000 meters by1000 meters (x, y). The 

surface mesh is then exported in STL format.  This process is repeated for all 10 surfaces that span 

the entire shale GFM.   

Finally, the SCULPT software is used to create the volume mesh for simulation (Figure 5-11).  

The Fox Hills base surface is used to create a volume mesh that extrudes to a flat surface beyond 

the base of the Madison group.  This volume is then cut by each of the interior surfaces.  The 

Minnekahta Limestone and Opeche Shale are left out of the final volume because their vertical 

extent is much thinner than the current vertical grid resolution.  New developments in SCULPT 

make it possible to create a mesh that includes these thin formations, however the resulting mesh 

has very small grid cells between the surfaces and the number of cells in the model increases 

accordingly. 

The Fox Hills is also omitted because it has an erosional surface that pinches out without extending 

to all edges of the domain. The current workflow can only generate surfaces that span the full 

model in x and y space (Figure 5-11).  The lowest volume in the model has a flat base surface. 

This volume could be deleted or used in the simulation model as impermeable cells to easily make 

a no-flow boundary at the base of the model. 

5.1.2 Update of the Shale Conceptual Model for the Region of the GFM 

Perry and Kelley (2017) presented a geologic and hydrologic conceptual model of the Pierre Shale 

and the surrounding geologic environment to support the argillite reference case. This model was 

generalized in that it did not represent a specific area of the Pierre Shale, but the formation as a 

whole. Included in the conceptual model were estimates of hydrologic properties (permeability, 

porosity) for the Pierre Shale and adjacent formations and a discussion of the high clay content of 

the Pierre Shale (~70%), which is at the upper end for shales. Clay content determines the sealing 

properties and other material properties of the shale (Bourg 2015). The conceptual model also 

presented a review of the pore water chemistry of the Pierre Shale, which is moderately saline and 
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reducing at depth as indicated by the presence of organic carbon and pyrite in unoxidized samples 

(Schultz et al. 1980; Neuzil 1993).  

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5-11. Results of the meshing process represented as formation volumes (left) and a hexahedral mesh 

(right). View is from the northeast at 30x vertical exaggeration. 

Perry and Kelley (2017) also reviewed the issue of the scale dependency of shale permeability 

(Bredehoeft et al., 1983; Neuzil 1993; Neuzil 2015). Laboratory tests and field-scale borehole tests 

indicate permeabilities that typically range from 10-19 to 10-21 m2. Regional scale modeling of 

drawdown in the Dakota Sandstone below the shale confining formations indicate a significant 

amount of water was supplied from the confining shales during groundwater withdrawal 

(Bredehoeft et al. 1983). This result requires leakage of groundwater into the confining shales and 

a regional-scale permeability of ~10-16 m2 for the Pierre Shale. This higher permeability suggests 

that flow through the shale is largely through fractures and that the lower permeabilities measured 

in laboratory and field tests reflect unfractured rocks or rocks with non-transmissive fractures 

(Bredehoeft et al. 1983; Neuzil 1993). 

Neuzil (1993) and Neuzil (2015) described the presence of an anomalously low-pressure region 

preserved in the midlevel thickness of the Pierre Shale and concluded that preservation of the 

anomaly requires very low permeability, in contrast to the apparently higher regional permeability 

that suggests fracture flow. This suggests that pressure anomalies are preserved within large shale 

blocks (scale of several kilometers or more) that lie between sparse regional fracture networks 

(Neuzil 2015). Identifying low-permeability regimes within a shale body would be an important 

task when considering siting of a repository within shale. 

In this section we update the shale conceptual model to include features and processes that are 

specific to the area of the GFM. We focus on the hydrologic setting and processes of the GFM 

region and the characteristics of the lower part of the Pierre Shale, where a reference repository 

would be located given the geometry of the Pierre Shale in the GFM region. 
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5.1.2.1 Hydrologic Features and Processes of the Black Hills Region 

The hydrology of the Black Hills region is described by Bredehoeft et al. (1983) and Driscoll et 

al. (2002). Because it is the major area of groundwater recharge in the region, the Black Hills uplift 

dominates the hydrology of the region. Precipitation in the Black Hills averages 50 cm/year. 

Recharge occurs primarily in outcrops of the permeable sandstone and limestone units that are 

ramped up at the margins of the Black Hills uplift (Figure 5-12). Because of their large outcrop 

areas, 84 percent of recharge to bedrock outcrops is to the Madison and Minnelusa Formations, 

which are the most heavily used aquifers in the region (Driscoll et al. 2002). The recharge areas in 

the Black Hills are to the southwest of the GFM and groundwater flow in the area of the GFM is 

to the northeast (Driscoll et al. 2002; Figure 5-13). 

The Madison and Minnelusa aquifers in particular are the source of artesian springs that discharge 

around the periphery of the Black Hills (Driscoll et al. 2002). In these formations, paleokarstic 

dissolution features and breccia pipes provide a hydraulic connection between the two aquifers 

and possibly the Minnekahta aquifer (Driscoll et al. (2002). Artesian springs do not discharge 

beyond the outcrop limits of the Inyan Kara group, indicating that there are no pathways (fractures 

or faults) to the surface in areas where the Pierre and other Cretaceous shales confine the Inyan 

Kara Group (i.e., the GFM area; Figures 5-12 and 5-13).  

We are not aware of any measurements of the potentiometric surface of the Inyan Kara aquifer in 

the area of the GFM, but the groundwater gradient may be approximated as groundwater flow is 

generally thought to follow bedding dips (Driscoll et al. 2002). For the Inyan Kara structural 

surface, the regional dip results in a decrease in elevation of 50 meters over a distance of 10 km in 

the southwest part of the GFM region (closest to the Black Hills) to 20 km in the northern part of 

the GFM (Sevougian et al. 2019b). These values suggest a groundwater gradient of 0.0025 to 

0.005.  

 
Figure 5-12. E-W cross-section through the eastern margin of the Black Hills uplift (Driscoll et al. 2002). 

Major regional aquifers are the Madison (MDme), the Minnelusa (PPm), and the Inyan Kara (Kik). The 

Pierre Shale and underlying Cretaceous shales are the upper confining unit (Kps). 

Potentiometric surface contours for the upper Cretaceous aquifer (Fox Hills) were presented by 

Lobmeyer (1985). These contours indicate that the Fox Hills aquifer in the northern part of the 

GFM has a groundwater gradient of approximately 0.003 with flow to the east, which is similar to 

the gradient estimated for the Inyan Kara Group. 
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Figure 5-13. View to the west of the Black Hills uplift and outcrop area of the Inyan Kara Group (yellow 

pattern) relative to the boundary of the GFM. The southwest corner of the GFM boundary is 35 kilometers 

from the closest Inyan Kara outcrop. The outer margins of the Inyan Kara outcrops mark the outer boundary 

of artesian springs in the Black Hills region. The blue arrow indicates the general direction of groundwater 

flow within aquifers that are recharged in the Black Hills. The green arrow indicates the general direction 

of groundwater flow within the Fox Hills aquifer. 

5.1.2.2 Characteristics of the Lower Pierre Shale  

Except for the northwest corner, the reference repository horizon lies in the lower half of the Pierre 

Shale within most of the area of the GFM (Figure 5-6). Formations in the lower part of the Pierre 

Shale in the Black Hills region are the Red Bird Silty, Mitten, Sharon Springs and Gammon 

Ferruginous Formations (Martin et al. 2007; Bertog 2010)—see Figure 5-14. These are black 

shales with higher organic content than the upper formations of the Pierre Shale (Schultz et al. 

1980). A measured stratigraphic section described by Schultz et al. (1980) to the northeast of the 

Black Hills uplift (about 40 km northeast of the northeast corner of the GFM) has a total thickness 

of about 450 meters with lower Pierre Shale forming the lower 120 meters. The total thicknesses 

of these formations are expected to increase to the west within the area of the GFM. 

The three lower formations in the Pierre Shale (Gammon, Sharon Springs, Mitten)—see Figure 

5-14 have higher organic content that the formations that make up the upper Pierre Shale Group. 

The organic carbon of these units ranges from 0.7 to 1.8 percent, compared to ~ 0.6 percent in the 

upper formations (Schultz et al. 1980). Pyrite is also most abundant in the Sharon Springs 

Formation, constituting about 7 to 9 percent of the rock, where typical content in the rest of the 

Pierre Shale is 1 to 3 percent (Schultz et al. 1980). The presence of organic carbon and pyrite in 

the Pierre Shale indicate deposition under anaerobic, reducing conditions that still persist at depth. 

A repository located within the lower Pierre Shale would lie within a reducing environment that 

has relatively high organic content and is saturated with moderately saline groundwater (Schultz 

et al. 1980; Neuzil 1993). 

N
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Figure 5-14. Formations of the Pierre Shale Group. Western (left) column are formations recognized in 

western South Dakota/North Dakota and Eastern Wyoming including the region around the Black Hills 

uplift. Central/Eastern (right) column refers to formations recognized in the central South Dakota and in 

eastern South Dakota/North Dakota (Martin et al., 2007; Fahrenbach et al., 2007) The lower Pierre Shale 

Group includes the formations below the top of the Red Bird Silty Formation. Figure modified from Korn 

and Pagnac (2017). 

5.2 Reduced Order Modeling and Geomechanical Analysis 

This study investigates the near-field thermal-hydrologic behavior of pore fluids and the resulting 

geomechanical impacts to the disturbed rock zone (DRZ) surrounding the drifts of a shale-hosted 

deep geologic repository subject to waste-heat thermal loading. The DRZ surrounding a repository 

tunnel excavation area (see Figure 5-15) connects the host rock to the EBS and therefore acts as a 

link for flow and reactive transport between these two components of the repository system. If the 

physical properties of the DRZ evolve over time, then flow and transport processes could 

correspondingly be affected. Near-field coupled THM simulations using the TOUGH-FLAC 

software suite have demonstrated that during the repository re-saturation process post-closure, 

bentonite backfill material within the repository can swell and exert stress on the surrounding 

formation (Rutqvist et al., 2011). This swelling stress could work to compress fractures in the 

surrounding DRZ and therefore lower its permeability; furthermore, it has been suggested that 

geochemical changes (e.g. changes in ionic concentration) with time could simultaneously work 

to reduce swelling stress (Rutqvist et al., 2014).  

Near-field processes such as those identified above constitute linkages for flow and transport 

between a repository and the far-field, which can involve transport of reactants from the far field 

to waste package surfaces as well as transport of radionuclides from a drift to the far field. The 

focus of this study is to perform geomechanical analysis of buffer swelling stress due to thermo-

hydrologic processes with the goal of adopting more sophisticated process models in the future to 
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study how these processes influence DRZ permeability and ultimately geochemical transport. For 

the geomechanical analysis of the host rock, we model bentonite swelling stress as a function of 

liquid saturation changes during the re-saturation process in a GDSA PFLOTRAN near-field 

model. To do this, we employ a combination of empirical and theoretical relationships as functions 

of PFLOTRAN state variables (e.g., pressure, saturation, and temperature).  

 

 

Figure 5-15. Near-field model domain used in PFLOTRAN simulation. 

5.2.1 Geomechanical Analysis 

Wellbore stability analysis (Zoback, 2007) is applied here for the geomechanical analysis of a 

cylindrical drift in a deep geologic nuclear waste repository (Figure 5-16). The repository drift can 

be considered as a horizontal wellbore parallel to the maximum horizontal stress (SH,max). When 

buffer swelling occurs, the swelling stress is assumed to act homogeneously in the radial direction: 

 𝑆𝑟𝑟 = 𝜎𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔  Eq. (1) 

where Srr is the radial component of stress and 𝜎𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 is the swelling stress exerted by the buffer 

on the side walls of the drift. The change in the swelling stress, Δ𝜎𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔, is a linear function of 

the change in average liquid saturation, Δ𝑆𝑙, within buffer/spacer (Rutqvist et al., 2011): 

 Δ𝜎𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 3𝐾Δ𝑆𝑙𝛽𝑠𝑤,  Eq. (2) 

where K is the buffer bulk modulus and sw is a moisture swelling coefficient, approximately 0.238 

for a bentonite buffer material (Rutqvist et al., 2011). The buffer material is required to have high 

swelling capacity and low hydraulic conductivity to minimize the penetration of ground water 
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from the host rock, and bentonite is a widely favored buffer candidate material. Swelling of 

bentonite enhances the sealing capability of the buffer/spacer, such that high swelling stress will 

be favorable to prevent the seepage of fluids and accompanying transport of radionuclides. An 

initially unsaturated bentonite buffer/spacer will re-saturate over time by fluid imbibition and 

vapor condensation from the host rock, which will increase the swelling stress based on the linear 

relationship shown above. Temporal perturbations in swelling stress caused by saturation changes 

can contribute to the total stress in the buffer/spacer (Rutqvist et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 5-16. Schematic description of the geomechanical analysis of a cylindrical drift in 2D. The repository 

is assumed to be parallel to the direction of SH,max. 

Additionally, the emplacement of waste packages perturbs the pore pressure (P) and temperature 

(T) fields in the host rock, which in turn affect the stress distribution over time as follows (Zoback, 

2007): 

 Δ𝜎ℎ,𝑃 = 𝛼
(1−2ν)

(1−𝜈)
Δ𝑃; Eq. (3) 

 Δ𝜎ℎ,𝑇 = 𝛼𝑇
E

(1−𝜈)
Δ𝑇; Eq. (4) 

where Δ𝜎ℎ,𝑃 is the change in poroelastic stress, Δ𝜎ℎ,𝑇 is the change in thermal stress,  is the Biot-

Willis coefficient (the proportion of fluid pressure that counteracts confining stress and is 

approximately 1 for clay [Mitchell and Soga, 2005]), T is the thermal expansion coefficient,  is 

Poisson’s ratio, and E is Young’s modulus (see Table 5-3). Pressure and temperature changes used 

in these calculations are chosen at the zero-displacement boundary after Rutqvist et al. (2011). 

Ultimately, the change in the effective stress on the DRZ, Δ𝜎𝑒, can be represented as the sum of 

swelling stress, poroelastic stress, and thermal stress: 

 Δ𝜎𝑒 = Δ𝜎𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 + Δ𝜎ℎ,𝑃 + Δ𝜎ℎ,𝑇. Eq. (5) 
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5.2.2 Model Setting 

The near-field multi-phase thermal-hydrologic model used in this study is for unsaturated 

conditions in the buffer, waste package, and DRZ; solute transport is excluded in this study. The 

domain is discretized such that one quarter of a waste package in the repository system is located 

at the middle of the domain at depth and on the corner in both lateral dimensions for symmetry 

across the x-z and y-z planes (Figure 5-15). The whole domain is 15 m (width) ×12.5 m (length) × 

75 m (height), and includes three concentric sections of waste package, buffer, and DRZ at 0.42 

m, 1.5 m, and 3.17 m in radius, respectively, within the shale host rock. The waste package is 

discretized with 128 grid cells. The simulation was conducted for up to 1000 years.  

The near-field model was run for both a 12-PWR and a 24-PWR waste package within a shale host 

rock in PFLOTRAN GENERAL mode, which solves two-phase (liquid and gas) miscible flow 

coupled to energy. The material properties are the same as those used in the previous near-field 

model (Sevougian et al. 2019b), and the two-phase (liquid-gas) flow conditions are added in this 

study as shown in Table 5-2. 

The buffer/spacer are filled with compacted bentonite. The DRZ is defined as the portion of the 

host rock adjacent to the engineered buffer system that experiences elevated permeability due to 

mining-induced perturbations in stress state.  Initial pressure and temperature throughout the model 

domain are calculated by applying hydrostatic and geothermal gradients (10 kPa/m and 0.025℃/m, 

respectively) in the vertical direction assuming temperature of 18℃ and atmospheric pressure at 

the surface (~ 450 m above the top of the model domain). For unsaturated conditions, the initial 

gas saturation (Sgi) is set to 0.35 for the waste package, buffer, and spacer, and 0.1 for the DRZ, 

while the shale host rock is fully saturated with liquid. The model domain represents a quarter of 

a tunnel and therefore symmetry boundary conditions are implemented at side boundaries. 

Table 5-2. Rock and fluid properties for hydrological characteristics of the near-field model. 

 Buffer/Spacer DRZ Shale 

Porosity − 0.35 0.2 0.2 

Permeability [m2] 1×10−20 1×10−18 1×10−19 

Density [kg/m3] 2700 2700 2700 

Initial gas saturation (Sgi) 0.35 0.1 0.0 

Liquid residual saturation (Srl) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Gas residual saturation (Srg) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Saturation function Van Genuchten function* 

alpha [Pa-1] 6.25×10−8 6.67×10−7 6.67×10−7 

m − 0.375 0.333 0.333 

Liquid relative permeability Mualem function* 

m − 0.375 0.333 0.333 

Srl − 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Gas relative permeability Mualem function* 

m − 0.375 0.333 0.333 

Srl − 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Srg − 0.1 0.1 0.1 

* Details of van Genuchten saturation function and Mualem relative permeability functions can 
be found in the following website: https://www.pflotran.org/documentation 

https://www.pflotran.org/documentation
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5.2.3 Preliminary Results 

Two different scenarios were modeled to study heat and mass transport in the near-field of a 

repository in shale host rock:  one with a 12-PWR heat source and another with a 24-PWR heat 

source. The decay heat curves for each heat source are plotted in Figure 5-17 and reflect one quarter 

of the total amount of heat generated in a waste package because of the quarter symmetry 

conditions imposed in this conceptual model. 

 

 

Figure 5-17. Decay heat source terms used as the basis for the near-field simulation ¼ waste package for 

12-PWR 100 years OOR (Mariner et al. 2017); 24-PWR 100 years OOR, and 37-PWR (150 years OOR) 

waste packages (see Section 5.3.1.2). 

5.2.3.1 12-PWR Waste Form Results 

Figures 5-18, 5-19, and 5-20 show the simulation results of the changes in gas saturation (Sg), 

liquid pressure (Pl), and temperature (T) for 1000 years. For gas saturation (Figure 5-18), the color 

bar ranges from 0.0 (blue) to 0.35 (red). The fluids from the shale host rock penetrate into the 

unsaturated regions (buffer/spacer/DRZ) over time. 
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Figure 5-18. Spatio-temporal distribution of gas saturation (Sg) for a 12-PWR heat source. 
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Figure 5-19. Spatio-temporal distribution of liquid pressure (MPa) for a 12-PWR heat source. 
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Figure 5-20. Spatio-temporal distribution of temperature (C) for a 12-PWR heat source. 
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Using simulation results for Sl, P, and T over time, we can calculate the swelling stress (swelling), 

the poroelastic stress (h,p), and the thermal stress (h,T) as shown in Figure 5-21 based on the 

parameter values shown in Table 5-3. At time t = 0, swelling stress, poroelastic stress, and thermal 

stress all start at 0 for initial saturation, pressure, and temperature conditions at drift closure 

(following Rutqvist et al., 2011). To calculate the changes in swelling stress, the liquid saturation 

is taken as the average over the buffer grid cells at each time step.  The pressure and temperature 

distributions are obtained from the edge of the domain (refer to Figure 5-15).  

 

 
Figure 5-21. Temporal distribution of swelling stress (swelling), poroelastic stress driven by pore pressure 

change (h,p) and thermal stress due to temperature change (h,T) at the far-field edge of the domain. 

 
Table 5-3. Parameter values used in the preliminary analysis of geomechanical stability of the nuclear 

waste repository (Rutqvist et al. 2011; Zoback 2007). 

Parameter Value 

Biot-Willis coefficient () − 1 

Thermal expansion coefficient (T) [1/°C] 110−5 

Bulk modulus (K) [MPa] 20 

Young’s modulus (E) [MPa] 24 

Poisson’s ratio ( − 0.3 

 

During re-saturation, a swelling buffer exerts stress on the surrounding DRZ, which can in turn 

work to compress fractures in the DRZ material. As fractures represent high-permeability 

pathways through the medium, closing them can result in decreased permeability of the DRZ. 

Therefore, as imbibition and condensation drive an increase in liquid saturation over time in the 

buffer, permeability of the surrounding DRZ should correspondingly decrease over time. 

Integrating a relationship between liquid saturation in the buffer and permeability in the DRZ into 

PFLOTRAN simulations is the subject of ongoing work. An example of DRZ permeability 
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evolution over time due to buffer re-saturation is given in Figure 5-22. For this calculation, an 

exponential function relating DRZ permeability to changes in effective stress is used (Chen et al., 

2015):  

 𝑘 = 𝑘0𝑒
−3𝑐𝑓Δ𝜎𝑒  Eq. (6) 

where k0 is the initial DRZ permeability (110−18 m2), cf is the fracture compressibility (0.263), 

and Δ𝜎𝑒 is the change in effective stress on the DRZ; which is computed as the sum of swelling 

stress in the buffer and poroelastic stress and thermal stress in the host rock (Eq.5). 

 
Figure 5-22. Evolution of DRZ permeability over time. 

Fracture compressibility exerts a strong control on the evolution of permeability with effective 

stress, and over large changes in effective stress cf is not constant (Chen et al., 2015). But over 

changes in swelling stresses of ~5 MPa, cf can be considered roughly constant. The fracture 

compressibility chosen here was taken from a silty gas shale (Dong et al., 2010) with comparable 

initial permeability to the DRZ permeability chosen here. Future work will focus on selecting the 

best representative fracture compressibility for the DRZ. 

It is notable here that this relationship predicts DRZ permeability that drops below the initial 

permeability of the shale host rock. This behavior is realistic since in addition to fracture closure 

the DRZ matrix should also compress. Future work will compare this approach to modeling 

geomechanical behavior of the DRZ with fully coupled THM modeling that includes 

compressibility both in the DRZ and the shale host rock to assess whether simplifications made 

here adequately represent near-field phenomena. 

5.2.3.2 24-PWR Waste Form Results 

In this simulation, physical properties of all materials (waste package, buffer, DRZ, and host rock) 

are consistent with the 12-PWR simulation. Just as in the 12-PWR simulation, host rock is initially 
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water-saturated, liquid pressure is set hydrostatically, and temperature is set along a geothermal 

gradient of 0.025C with the land surface at a temperature of 18C and at atmospheric pressure. 

Initial gas saturation is set to 70% within all materials contained in the repository and in the DRZ 

(compared to 35% in the 12-PWR case). Initial gas pressure is set to 1.02105 Pa, just above 

atmospheric pressure, and initial temperature is set to 24C, which is lower than the host rock at 

that depth. Finally, a 24-PWR heat source is implemented, which will generally produce a greater 

thermal load on the system than the 12-PWR waste package heat source (Figure 5-17). 

Using a 24-PWR heat source, a greater thermal loading evaporates all of the water at the center of 

the simulated waste package after 0.2 years (Figure 5-23). Gas saturations at the waste package 

reach 100% at this time and then remain that way until 200 years simulation time, at which point 

the heat source has already been declining steadily (Figure 5-17). The decline in the heat source 

leads to a rapid drop in temperature concurrent with imbibition and condensation of water back 

into the dried-out region. This process proceeds for another 1400 years until the repository 

becomes completely saturated with water after about 1600 years simulation time. 

The 24-PWR heat source generates peak temperatures of around 150-200C in the vicinity of the 

waste package (Figure 5-24), as compared to maximum temperatures of about 60C in the vicinity 

of the 12-PWR source (Figure 5-20). Complete evaporation only occurs in the region containing 

the waste package. The rest of the tunnel experiences net influx of the aqueous phase throughout 

the duration of the simulation. 

 

 

Figure 5-23. Temperature profile and gas saturation at the center of the simulated waste package. 
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Figure 5-24. Simulation temperature over 1000 years using a 24-PWR heat source. 

Just as in the 12-PWR scenario, water infiltrates the repository radially while thermal 

pressurization near the waste package also pushes water axially away from the waste package. 

This leads to asymmetric re-saturation of the repository beginning closer to the waste package and 

then proceeding away from it (Figure 5-25). The trends between both simulations are very similar, 

only gas saturations are much higher in the 24-PWR simulation scenario—this is likely due in part 

to higher initial gas saturation in the 24-PWR simulation. Since gas saturations reach a higher peak 

in the 24-PWR case, it also takes longer for the repository to fully re-saturate with liquid, and 

therefore longer to reach the maximum swelling stress (see Figure 5-21) that closes the fractures 

in the DRZ. 

Due to high temperatures and high gas saturations experienced in 24-PWR simulations, gas 

pressure in the waste package reaches nearly 11 MPa (Figure 5-26). Future work will consider the 

potential effect of high gas pressures on the surrounding host rock, and how thermal conductivity 

of engineered materials could help to diffuse heat more quickly and avoid buildup of hot steam. 

Just as with gas saturation profiles, highest gas pressures are localized at the waste package 

(Figure 5-27). Gas pressurization extends beyond the vicinity where the domain is entirely gas-

saturated, however, which reflects the fact that heat transfer by conduction is outpacing convective 

flux due to the low permeability of the buffer and host rock.  [The grid block at the center of the 

waste package in Figure 5-27 is completely saturated with water after 1400 years, so gas pressure 

is no longer relevant at this point and is not plotted.] 
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Figure 5-25. Simulated gas saturation throughout the domain over 1000 years for a 24-PWR heat source. 

 

Figure 5-26. Temperature and gas pressure as a function of time at the center of the waste package (edge 

of the simulation domain) for a 24-PWR waste package.  
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Figure 5-27.  Simulated gas pressure profiles over 1000 years for a 24-PWR heat source. 

5.2.4 Considerations for Future Work 

Perturbations in saturation, temperature and pressure in the near field around the waste packages 

in a repository drift can affect the mechanical behavior of the surrounding DRZ. Decay heat 

emitted from waste packages can influence both the near-field buffer re-saturation process and the 

effective stress in the buffer and DRZ; these processes depend heavily on the waste package 

thermal loading, which is a function of the waste package assembly. Additionally, when a 

bentonite buffer material re-saturates with liquid (e.g., Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-25), the material 

can swell and exert a swelling stress on the DRZ. This swelling stress works to close small fractures 

in the DRZ that are responsible for its increased permeability relative to the host rock. As these 

fractures close, the DRZ permeability correspondingly decreases.   

Work considering mechanical impacts of temperature and pressure buildup on near-field porosities 

and permeabilities will continue in FY2020, with a goal of integrating near-field process modeling 

into GDSA Framework. 
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5.3 Updated Shale Reference Case PA Model and Simulations 

Clay-rich sedimentary strata have been considered a potential medium for disposal of radioactive 

waste in the United States since the forerunner to the DOE introduced a program to develop 

radioactive waste disposal technology in 1976 (Shurr 1977; Gonzales and Johnson 1985; Rechard 

et al. 2011). Clay-rich formations are an attractive disposal medium due to their low permeability, 

high sorption capacity, typically reducing porewaters (which limit radionuclide solubility), and 

ability to deform plastically, which promotes self-healing of fractures. Clay-rich formations 

suitable for isolation of radioactive waste span a range of rock types, varying in degree of foliation 

and degree of consolidation and induration, from unconsolidated mud (such as the Boom Clay) to 

argillite (such as the Callovo-Oxfordian argillite) (Hansen et al. 2010). For instance, the Glossary 

of Geology (Jackson 1997) defines mudstone (“an indurated mud having the texture and 

composition of shale, but lacking its fine lamination or fissility”), claystone (“an indurated rock 

with >67% clay-sized minerals”), shale (“a laminated, indurated rock with >67% clay-sized 

minerals”), and argillite (“a compact rock, derived from either mudstone or shale, that has 

undergone a somewhat higher degree of induration than mudstone or shale but is less clearly 

laminated than shale and without its fissility, and that lacks the cleavage distinctive of slate”), 

among others. In this report, we use the term “shale” imprecisely to represent all of the above. 

The U.S. hosts several marine sedimentary sequences containing thick beds of clay-rich sediments 

potentially suitable for deep geologic disposal of radioactive waste (Gonzales and Johnson 1985; 

Perry et al. 2014; Perry and Kelley 2017). Of these, the Pierre Shale in the northern Great Plains 

was considered for radioactive waste isolation by Shurr (1977), who lists a number of criteria for 

assessing the suitability of a shale or similar clay-rich formation for geologic disposal of 

radioactive waste. The same or similar criteria are considered by later authors (Gonzales and 

Johnson 1985; Hansen et al. 2010; Perry et al. 2014; Jove Colon et al. 2014; Perry and Kelley 

2017) and include: 

• Depth – The isolation horizon should be from 300 to 900 m below surface. 

• Shale thickness – Maximum thickness of the isolation medium is desired, and a 

minimum thickness of 150 m is preferred. 

• Overburden thickness – Minimal thickness of overlying geologic units is preferred. 

• Lithology and mineralogy – The repository interval should be a reasonably uniform 

shale or other clay-rich unit with few or no interbeds of more permeable lithology. 

• Penetrations (boreholes) – Boreholes of any kind are undesirable, particularly if they 

penetrate to rocks below the disposal horizon. It is recognized that some holes are 

necessary to provide geologic information at depth. 

• Structure – The disposal zone should have nearly horizontal bedding and the 

surrounding region should be structurally simple (e.g., no folding or faulting). 

• Seismicity – Seismically inactive regions are preferred. 

• Topography – Minimal topographic relief is desirable to limit the influence of 

topography on subsurface hydraulic gradients. 

• Mineral and water resources – Regions with minimal exploitable mineral and water 

resources, at or below the surface, are preferred. 
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Locations of areally extensive shale formations in the U.S. are shown in Figure 5-28. 

This section presents status on the FY2019 update to the GDSA Shale Reference Case described 

in Section 4 of Mariner et. al (2017).  The primary new tasks undertaken in FY2019 were: 

(1) Inclusion of 24-PWR and 37-PWR DPC waste packages in the reference case 

simulations. 

(2) An update to the stratigraphic model for a representative shale domain (Perry et al. 2014; 

Perry and Kelley 2017)—see Section 5.1 above. 

(3) An update to the numerical model grids and formation properties to incorporate changes 

to stratigraphy and repository design needed for DPC waste packages.   

The remainder of this section includes a current description of the reference engineered barriers 

(Section 5.3.1) and natural barriers (Section 5.3.2), followed by an update of the generic PA 

simulations that reflect the impact of direct disposal of the large DPC spent fuel waste packages 

(Section 5.3.3). Table 5-4 below compares the characteristics of the current updated shale 

reference case with the reference case presented in 2017. 

 

 

Figure 5-28. Locations of areally extensive shale formations in the U.S. Shale formations of an appropriate 

depth are the darker shades of blue (Perry et al. 2014; Mariner et.al. 2017, Figure 4-1). 
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Table 5-4. Comparison of current (2019) GDSA simulations to 2017 shale reference case GDSA 

simulations. Inventory count (MTHM and number of waste packages) includes the virtual inventory 

beyond the reflection boundary condition. 

 2019 GDSA  24-37-PWR 2017 GDSA  12-PWR 

Waste Inventory 
65,000 MTHM in 3150 24-PWR WPs and 
2000 37-PWR WPs 

21,000 MTHM in 4200 WPs 

Waste Emplacement 

In-drift axial emplacement  
40-m drift spacing 
42 emplacement drifts for 24-PWR 
40 emplacement drifts for 37-PWR 
20-m center-to-center WP spacing for 24-
PWR 
30-m center-to-center WP spacing for 37-
PWR 
Bentonite/sand buffer/backfill 
Additive such as graphite to increase buffer 
thermal conductivity in 37-PWR disposal 
drifts 

In-drift axial emplacement 84 
emplacement drifts 
30-m drift spacing 
20-m center-to-center WP spacing 
Bentonite/sand buffer/backfill 

Grid 
Unstructured 

9.9 million cells  
Unstructured  
7 million cells 

Boundary and Initial 
Conditions 

Regional head gradient (0.0013 m/m) 
Geothermal heat flux (60 mW/m2) 
Fully saturated simulation in TH mode 
Two-phase simulation in GENERAL mode 

Regional head gradient (0.0013 m/m) 
Geothermal heat flux (60 mW/m2) 
Fully saturated simulations in TH mode 

Natural Barrier 
Shale (450a m thick) with silty shale 
stratum 
Aquifer above and two below 

Shale (585 m thick) with silty shale 
stratum 
Aquifer above and two below 

Shafts and Seals 4 vertical shafts 4 vertical shafts  

Radionuclides 18 18 

WP Degradation 
WPs breach over time (sampled 
distribution) 

WPs breach over time (sampled 
distribution) 

WF Degradation and 
Radionuclide Release 

Decay in waste form is accounted for in 
instantaneous releases and in releases due 
to WF dissolution 

Decay in waste form is accounted for 
in instantaneous releases and in 
releases due to WF dissolution 

Radionuclide 
Transport 

Advection, diffusion, element-based 
solubility, medium-specific sorption, decay 
in all phases 

Advection, diffusion, element-based 
solubility, medium-specific sorption, 
decay in all phases 

Biosphere Not considered Well water ingestion dose model 

a 450 m shale is from updated stratigraphic model 

5.3.1 Engineered Barriers 

5.3.1.1 Engineered Barrier Characteristics 

The 24- and 37-PWR shale reference case assumes a mined repository located approximately 400 

m below land surface, accessed by vertical shafts, and containing 70,000 MTHM of CSNF, 50% 

of which is in 24-PWR and 50% in 37-PWR DPC waste canisters.  The total inventory of MTHM 

load is consistent with the maximum allowed by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1983. 

Assuming 0.435 MTHM/PWR (Sevougian et al. 2013), the half-symmetry model domain contains 

16,095 MTHM in 1000 37-PWR waste packages (Table 5-5). These are emplaced in 20 1525-m 

long emplacement drifts, each containing 50 waste packages emplaced lengthwise and spaced 30 
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meters center-to-center. Nominal waste package dimensions, including overpack, are 2-m diameter 

and 5.6-m length (Price et al. 2019). A bentonite seal, approximately 25-m long, is placed at either 

end of each emplacement drift. Drifts are nominally 4.5 m in diameter; they are spaced 40 meters 

center-to-center. With the reflection boundary condition, the model simulates 32,190 MTHM in 

2000 37-PWR waste packages emplaced in 40 disposal drifts. 

The half-symmetry model domain contains 16,443 MTHM in 1575 24-PWR waste packages 

(Table 5-5) in 21 1525-m long emplacement drifts each containing 75 waste packages spaced 20 

meters center-to-center. Waste package dimensions and the dimensions and spacing of the disposal 

drifts for 24-PWR disposal are the same as those for 37-PWR disposal. With the reflection 

boundary condition, the model simulates 32,886 MTHM in 3150 24-PWR waste packages 

emplaced in 42 disposal drifts. 

Tables 5-5 compares the repository layout of the 24- and 37-PWR reference case to that of the 12-

PWR reference case in Mariner et al. (2017). Dimensions are as gridded, e.g., waste package 

dimensions and drift dimensions are slightly different than nominal assumptions. 

Table 5-5. Dimensions and counts for the 24- and 37-PWR repository layout compared to the 12-PWR 

repository layout (Mariner et al. 2017). 

Parameters 
2019 GDSA Model 

Value 
2017 GDSA Model 

Value (12-PWR) 

Waste Package (WP)   

WP length (m) 5.00 5.00 

WP outer diameter (m) 1.67 (5/3 on a side) 1.67 (5/3 on a side) 

WP center-to-center spacing (m) 
37-PWR: 30 
24-PWR: 20 

20 

Inventory per WP (MTHM) 
37-PWR: 16.1 
24-PWR: 10.4 

5.225 

Number of WPs 
37-PWR: 1000/2000a 
24-PWR: 1575/3150 a 

2100/4200a 

Emplacement Drift   

Drift diameter (m) 5.0 (on a side) 5.0 (on a side) 

Drift center-to-center spacing (m) 40 30 

Number of WPs per drift 
37-PWR: 50 
24-PWR: 75 

50 

Drift seal length (m) 25 25 

Drift length, including seals (m) 1525 1035 

Repository   

Repository Depth (m) 405 515 

Number of drifts 
37-PWR: 20/40a 

24-PWR: 21/42a 
42/84a 

Number of shafts 2/4a 2/4a 

Shaft access size (m2) 5x10 5x10 

Emplacement footprint (km2) 2.4/4.9a 1.3/2.6a 

a Value in half-symmetry domain / Value with reflection 
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5.3.1.2 Inventory 

PA simulations assume that the inventory consists entirely of PWR SNF assemblies, each 

containing 0.435 MTHM. Half of the inventory is lower burn-up fuel emplaced in 24-PWR waste 

packages, and half is higher burn-up fuel emplaced in 37-PWR waste packages. Radionuclide 

inventory at the time of emplacement (Tables 5-6 and 5-7) and heat of decay as a function of time 

(Figure 5-29) are calculated via decay and ingrowth from the 5-year out of reactor (OoR) 

radionuclide inventories given by Carter et al. (2013, Table C-1). Calculated values for 24-PWR 

waste packages assume an initial enrichment of 3.72 wt% 235U, 40 GWd/MTHM burn-up, and 

100-year OoR surface storage prior to deep geologic disposal. Calculated values for 37-PWR 

waste packages assume an initial enrichment of 4.73 wt% 235U, 60 GWd/MTHM burn-up, and 

150-year OoR storage. Because the average burn-up of SNF under the “no replacement scenario” 

is predicted to be only 54 GWd/MTHM (Carter et al. 2013), the assumption of 60 GWd/MTHM 

results in a conservatively high heat load for the 37-PWR waste packages.  

Table 5-6. 24-PWR SNF inventory (40 GWd/MTHM burnup, 100-year OoR) of selected radionuclides 

for the shale reference case. 

Isotope 
Inventory 

(g/MTIHM)1 
Inventory 

(g/g waste)2 

Atomic 
weight 
(g/mol)3 

Approximate 
Decay 

Constant 
(1/s)4 

241Am 1.35E+03 9.36E-04 241.06 5.08E-11 

243Am 1.38E+02 9.61E-05 243.06 2.98E-12 

238Pu 1.79E+02 1.24E-04 238.05 2.56E-10 

239Pu 6.38E+03 4.43E-03 239.05 9.01E-13 

240Pu 2.57E+03 1.79E-03 240.05 3.34E-12 

242Pu 5.65E+02 3.92E-04 242.06 5.80E-14 

237Np 7.60E+02 5.28E-04 237.05 1.03E-14 

233U 1.32E-02 9.18E-09 233.04 1.38E-13 

234U 2.66E+02 1.85E-04 234.04 8.90E-14 

236U 4.72E+03 3.28E-03 236.05 9.20E-16 

238U 9.33E+05 6.48E-01 238.05 4.87E-18 

229Th 2.90E-06 2.01E-12 229.03 2.78E-12 

230Th 3.34E-02 2.32E-08 230.03 2.75E-13 

226Ra 7.34E-06 5.1E-12 226.03 1.37E-11 

36Cl 3.52E-01 2.44E-07 35.97 7.30E-14 

99Tc 9.16E+02 6.36E-04 98.91 1.04E-13 

129I 2.16E+02 1.5E-04 128.9 1.29E-15 

135Cs 4.86E+02 3.37E-04 134.91 9.55E-15 

1 Calculated from Carter et al. (2013, Table C-1) 
2 (g isotope/g waste) = (g isotope/MTIHM)/(g waste/MTIHM), where g waste = g all isotopes 
3 Weast and Astle (1981) 
4 Decay constants from ORIGEN (Croff 1983) 
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Table 5-7. 37-PWR SNF inventory (60 GWd/MTHM burn-up, 150-year OoR) of selected radionuclides 

for the shale reference case. 

Isotope 
Inventory 

(g/MTIHM)1 
Inventory 

(g/g waste)2 

Atomic 
weight 
(g/mol)3 

Approximate 
Decay 

Constant 
(1/s)4 

241Am 1.36E+03 9.42E-04 241.06 5.08E-11 

243Am 2.67E+02 1.86E-04 243.06 2.98E-12 

238Pu 1.91E+02 1.33E-04 238.05 2.56E-10 

239Pu 7.39E+03 5.14E-03 239.05 9.01E-13 

240Pu 4.09E+03 2.84E-03 240.05 3.34E-12 

242Pu 8.17E+02 5.67E-04 242.06 5.80E-14 

237Np 1.51E+03 1.05E-03 237.05 1.03E-14 

233U 6.64E-02 4.61E-08 233.04 1.38E-13 

234U 6.02E+02 4.18E-04 234.04 8.90E-14 

236U 6.29E+03 4.37E-03 236.05 9.20E-16 

238U 9.10E+05 6.32E-01 238.05 4.87E-18 

229Th 2.65E-05 1.84E-11 229.03 2.78E-12 

230Th 1.82E-01 1.26E-07 230.03 2.75E-13 

226Ra 1.01E-04 7.04E-11 226.03 1.37E-11 

36Cl 5.01E-01 3.48E-07 35.97 7.30E-14 

99Tc 1.28E+03 8.89E-04 98.91 1.04E-13 

129I 3.13E+02 2.17E-04 128.9 1.29E-15 

135Cs 7.72E+02 5.36E-04 134.91 9.55E-15 

1 Calculated from Carter et al. (2013, Table C-1) 
2 (g isotope/g waste) = (g isotope/MTIHM)/(g waste/MTIHM), where g waste = g all isotopes 
3 Weast and Astle (1981) 
4 Decay constants from ORIGEN (Croff 1983) 

 

Figure 5-29. Waste package heat source terms for the shale reference case. 
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5.3.1.3 Waste Form 

The waste form is spent uranium oxide (UO2) fuel, a polycrystalline ceramic material stable to 

high temperatures and likely slow to degrade in the disposal environment (Mariner et. al. (2017, 

Section 4.1.3). Fission products are assumed to concentrate in voids of the waste form, resulting 

in two radionuclide release fractions: instant-release (upon waste package breach) and slow-release 

(according to the UO2 matrix dissolution rate (Mariner et al. 2017; Mariner et al. 2016, Section 

3.2.2). 

5.3.1.4 Waste Package 

The 2019 shale reference case considers two DPC waste package configurations: a 24-PWR waste 

package and a 37-PWR waste package. Both are assumed to consist of a stainless-steel canister 

and a stainless steel overpack. The waste package is 5.6 meters in length with a diameter of 2 m 

(Price et al. 2019).  Due to gridding considerations, the size of simulated waste packages is 1.67  

1.67  5 m3, which is slightly smaller in volume than waste packages are expected to be. 

Waste package porosity is set equal to the fraction of void space within the waste package, which 

is set at 50% (Mariner et al. 2016). Permeability is set several orders of magnitude higher than that 

of the surrounding materials, so that flow through waste packages is uninhibited. The waste 

package is given the thermal properties of stainless steel (Shelton 1934). 

The shale reference case uses a temperature-dependent waste-package degradation rate with a 

truncated log normal distribution. The degradation rate distribution is such that 50% of the waste 

packages breach within a few tens of thousands of years (Mariner et al. 2017, Section 4.1.4). See 

Section 6.3.3.6 below for additional information. 

5.3.1.5 Bentonite Buffer 

The bentonite buffer described in Mariner et. al. (2017, Section 4.1.3) has been modified for 2019 

as appropriate for disposal of generic DPC waste packages and inventory (Sec. 5.3.1.2).  The 

reference case assumes horizontal, in-drift emplacement with 24- and 37-PWR waste packages 

elevated on plinths of compacted bentonite and drifts buffered and filled with compacted bentonite 

pellets and/or bricks in a single layer as shown in Figure 5-30. For simplicity, PA simulations 

assume that access drift and shafts are filled with compacted bentonite buffer; see the next section 

for a brief discussion of other materials likely to be used in these areas.  

Compacted bentonite has low permeability, high sorption capacity, and may be engineered to 

achieve desirable thermal properties; for instance, quartz sand or graphite can be added to increase 

thermal conductivity (Choi and Choi 2008; Jobmann and Buntebarth 2009; Wang et al. 2015). The 

current set of simulations employs a buffer material with properties appropriate for a compacted 

mixture of 70% bentonite and 30% quartz sand in the 24-PWR disposal drifts and access hallways, 

and a buffer with a higher thermal conductivity, such as could be achieved through the addition of 

15% graphite, in the 37-PWR disposal drifts. Both buffer materials are assigned a porosity of 0.35 

(Liu et al. 2016) and a permeability of 10−20 m2 (Liu et al. 2016). The bentonite/sand buffer has a 

water-saturated thermal conductivity of 1.5 W/m/K (Wang et al. 2015), and a dry thermal 

conductivity of 0.6 W/m/K. The bentonite/graphite buffer has a water-saturated thermal 

conductivity of 3.0 W/m/K and a dry thermal conductivity of 1.9 W/m/K (see Jobmann and 

Buntebarth 2009, Figure 8). 
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Figure 5-30. Schematic cross-section of a single-layer buffer in a 24- or 37-PWR disposal drift of a generic 

shale repository.  

5.3.1.6 Other Materials 

As in Mariner et al. (2017, Section 4.1.3), this reference case assumes that engineered materials in 

a shale repository would include shotcrete or cement liners for ground support in disposal drifts 

and other tunnels, seals of compacted bentonite supported by cement plugs at ends of disposal 

drifts, within shafts, and possibly at intervals within disposal and/or access drifts. Access drifts 

and shafts except where sealed may be filled with crushed rock backfill rather than compacted 

bentonite.   

Shotcrete, cement, and backfill materials are not simulated in the current PA. 

5.3.2 Geosphere/Natural Barriers 

5.3.2.1 Natural Barrier Characteristics 

The natural barrier system (NBS) comprises the shale formation hosting the repository, the 

disturbed rock zone (DRZ) adjacent to the repository, and geologic formations above and below 

the host formation. For the 24- and 37-PWR shale reference case, the NBS concept is derived from 

the GFM presented in Section 5.1 the primary stratigraphic units of which are summarized in 

Table 5-1. The generic stratigraphic column in Figure 5-31 consists of (from the bottom up): a 645 

m thickness of undifferentiated shales interrupted by a 45-m thick sandstone aquifer; a 45-m thick 

limestone with relatively high permeability; a 450-m thickness of sealing shale (the host rock) 

including a 45 m thickness of a silty shale unit; and a 60-m thick sandstone aquifer at the top of 

the model domain. Layer thicknesses and material properties loosely correspond to the units 

described in Section 5.1. The generic stratigraphic column and the rock properties described in the 

following sections are consistent with those used in previous models of generic shale repositories 

(see Mariner et al. 2017, Section 4.2). 
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Figure 5-31. Generic stratigraphic column for shale reference case simulations. 

5.3.2.2 Shale Host Rock 

Consistent with the description of the Pierre Shale in Table 5-1 and the description of the shale 

host rock in the previous 12-PWR reference case (Mariner et al. 2017, Section 4.2.2), the current 

reference case assumes that the shale host rock has a permeability of 10−19 m2, a porosity of 0.2, 

and a liquid-saturated thermal conductivity of 1.2 W/m/K. A dry thermal conductivity of 0.6 

W/m/K is assumed.  Tortuosity (𝜏), a measure of the tortuous path length through a porous medium 

that contributes to calculation of the effective diffusion coefficient (see Sevougian et al. 2016, 

Appendix B), is calculated as a function of porosity using the relationship derived for the Opalinus 

Clay by Van Loon and Mibus (2015):  𝜏 = 𝜙1.4. 

5.3.2.3 Disturbed Rock Zone (DRZ) 

The DRZ is defined as the portion of the host rock adjacent to the engineered barrier system that 

experiences durable (but not necessarily permanent) changes due to the presence of the repository 

(Freeze et al. 2013b). The DRZ is expected to have elevated permeability with respect to the 

permeability of the host rock matrix for some period of time due to the changes in stress induced 

by mining. Although fractures in a sealing shale (see Mariner et al. 2017, Section 4.2.2) are likely 

to close within decades, PA simulations assume elevated permeability in the DRZ for the one-

million-year duration of the simulations. It is assumed that the permeability of the DRZ (10−18 m2) 

is 10 times that of the undisturbed host rock, and that differences in other material properties are 

negligible.  

As in the 12-PWR model domain, the thickness of the DRZ surrounding the emplacement drifts is 

equal to one third the width of the drift, or 1.67 m. The thickness of the DRZ surrounding access 
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drifts and shafts (which are gridded at a coarser resolution) is equal to the width of the access drift 

(5 m).  

5.3.2.4 Lower Shale 

The lower shale is analogous to the undifferentiated Cretaceous and older shales in Table 5-1. A 

higher-permeability, 45-m thickness of sandstone interrupts it. As indicated in Table 5-1, the 

stratigraphy of such a thickness is expected to be considerably more complex than that represented 

here.  

As in Mariner et al. (2017), the current reference case assumes the lower shale has experienced 

greater consolidation and induration than the host rock shale, assigning it a porosity of 0.1 (half 

that listed in Table 5-1) and a permeability of 10−20 m2. Thermal properties are identical to those 

of the host rock shale. Tortuosity is calculated as a function of porosity using the same relationship 

used for the host rock shale. 

5.3.2.5 Lower Sandstone Aquifer 

The lower sandstone aquifer (45-m thick) is modeled after the Inyan Kara Group (Table 5-1) which 

occupies a similar stratigraphic position and has similar hydrologic properties to the Dakota 

Sandstone, the basis for the lower sandstone aquifer in the 12-PWR reference case.  

As in Mariner et al. (2017, Section 4.2.5), the lower sandstone aquifer has a porosity of 0.2, a 

permeability of 10−13 m2 and a saturated thermal conductivity of 3.1 W/m/K. Tortuosity is 

calculated as a function of porosity using the relationship derived by Millington (1959) for 

spherical particles: 𝜏 = 𝜙1/3. 

5.3.2.6 Limestone  

The limestone formation (45-m thick) is conceptualized as a fractured unit of relatively higher 

permeability, similar in nature to the Niobrara Formation (Table 5-1 and Mariner et al. 2017, 

Section 4.2.6).  

As in Mariner et al. (2017), the current reference case assumes that the limestone has a porosity of 

0.1 (lower than that indicated in Table 5-1), a permeability of 10−14 m2 and a saturated thermal 

conductivity of 2.6 W/m/K. Tortuosity is calculated as a function of porosity using the same 

relationship used for the host rock shale. 

5.3.2.7 Silty Shale 

The silty shale unit (45-m thick) within the shale host rock represents some of the vertical 

heterogeneity that could be encountered in a thick marine shale. 

As in Mariner et al. (2017, Section 4.2.7), the reference case assumes properties for the silty shale 

between those of sandstone and shale, including a porosity of 0.2, a permeability of 10−17 m2, and 

a saturated thermal conductivity of 1.4 W/m/K (Forster and Merriam 1997). Tortuosity is 

calculated as a function of porosity using the same relationship used for the host rock shale.  

A 5-m thick DRZ surrounds each shaft in the silty shale. The permeability of the silty shale DRZ 

is 10−16 m2. 
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5.3.2.8 Upper Sandstone Aquifer 

The upper sandstone aquifer is the release pathway to the biosphere. The 60-m thickness at the top 

of the model domain is modeled on the Fox Hills Sandstone, a heterogeneous unit comprised of 

sandstone, shale, and siltstone (Section 5.1).  

Ignoring the likely heterogeneous nature of the upper sandstone aquifer, the reference case 

assumes properties similar to those of the lower sandstone aquifer, including a porosity of 0.2, a 

horizontal permeability of 10-13 m2 and a saturated thermal conductivity of 3.1 W/m/K. Tortuosity 

is calculated as a function of porosity using the relationship derived by Millington (1959) for 

spherical particles: 𝜏 = 𝜙1/3.  

A 5-m thick DRZ surrounds each shaft in the upper sandstone aquifer. The permeability of the 

sandstone DRZ is 10−12 m2. 

5.3.2.9 Chemical Environment 

Assumptions about the chemical environment, including pore fluid chemistry, elemental 

solubility, and sorption are described in Mariner et al. (2017, Section 4.2.10). Tables of solubility 

limits and linear distribution coefficients (Kds) appearing in Mariner et al. (2017) are reproduced 

below (Table 5-8 and Table 5-9). 

Table 5-8. Element solubility limits for clay reference case (Clayton et al. 2011, Table 3.3-23). 

Element 
Solubility Limit 

(mol/L) 

Am 4 x 10-7 

Pu 2 x 10-7 

Np 4 x 10-9 

U 7 x 10-7 

Th 6 x 10-7 

Ra 1 x 10-7 

Cl Infinitely Soluble 

Tc 4 x 10-9 

I Infinitely Soluble 

Cs Infinitely Soluble 

5.3.3 Post-Closure Performance Assessment 

5.3.3.1 Conceptual Model 

As in the 2017 Shale Reference Case, the conceptual the components of the repository system are 

the engineered barrier, the natural barrier, and the biosphere in the undisturbed scenario. The 

characteristics of and processes occurring in key components of each system are summarized in 

Table 5-10 from Mariner et al. (2017, Table 4-8).  The biosphere is not modeled in the 2019 update 

because its characteristics are site-specific, and calculation of dose is not necessary for analysis of 

generic repository reference cases. As in previous GDSA reference case simulations, the primary 

performance metric is maximum radionuclide concentration rather than dose (Mariner et al., 2015; 

2016; 2017; Sevougian et al. 2016). 
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Table 5-9. Linear distribution coefficients (Kd) for clay reference case elements. 

Element 
Shale Kd

a 
(mL/g) 

Buffer Kd
b 

(mL/g) 
Aquifer Kd

c 

(mL/g) 

Am 50,000 12,000 89.4 

Pu 900 1000 447 

Np 900 1000 14.1 

U 8000 100,000 0.775 

Th 8000 3000 2646 

Ra 1000 1000 Non-adsorbing 

Cl Non-adsorbing Non-adsorbing Non-adsorbing 

Tc 1150 114,000 50d 

I Non-adsorbing Non-adsorbing Non-adsorbing 

Cs 400 380 500d 
a Clayton et al. (2011) Table 3.3-23 
b Clayton et al. (2011) Table 3.3-19 
c Log-scale average of minimum and maximum values in Clayton et al. (2011) Table 3.1-9 
d Mode of triangular distribution in Clayton et al. (2011) Table 3.1-9 

 

Simulations assume (1) a mined repository at 405 m depth; (2) a head gradient of −0.0013 m/m 

from west to east; and (3) a regional heat flux of 60 mW/m2 and a mean annual surface temperature 

of 10C. The head gradient is the same as that applied in previous reference case simulations of 

repositories in shale, crystalline, and salt host rocks (Mariner et al. 2015; 2016; 2017; Sevougian 

et al. 2016), and consistent with gradients estimated for deep sedimentary basins  (e.g., Downey 

and Dinwiddie, 1988); it is about half that estimated (in Section 5.1) on the basis of dips associated 

with the Black Hills uplift. 

Table 5-10. Conceptual representation of key components in PA. 

Region Component Key characteristics Key processes included in PA 

Engineered 
Barrier 

Waste Form Commercial SNF (UO2) 
Radionuclide decay, instant 
release fraction, 
waste form dissolution 

Waste Package Stainless steel Degradation and breach 

Bentonite Buffer 
Low permeability, high 
sorption capacity 

Radionuclide advection, diffusion, 
sorption, decay 

Natural 
Barrier 

Shale Host Rock 
Low permeability, high 
sorption capacity 

Radionuclide advection, diffusion, 
sorption, decay 

DRZ Enhanced permeability 
Radionuclide advection, diffusion, 
sorption, decay 

Upper Sandstone 
Aquifer 

High permeability, 
potable water 

Radionuclide advection, diffusion, 
sorption, decay 

Biosphere Site-specific Site-specific Site-specific 

Processes accounted for in the conceptual model include waste package degradation, waste form 

(UO2) dissolution, equilibrium-controlled radionuclide sorption and precipitation/dissolution, 

radioactive decay and ingrowth in all phases (aqueous, adsorbed, precipitate), coupled heat and 

fluid flow, and radionuclide transport via advection and diffusion. Mechanical dispersion is 

conservatively neglected, because including it would result in earlier arrival of radionuclides at 
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observation points, but lower peak concentrations than reported here (Mariner et al. 2017, Section 

4.4.1). 

Two deterministic simulations were run, one using PFLOTRAN’s TH mode (single-phase flow 

plus energy) and the other using GENERAL mode (miscible two-phase flow plus energy).   

5.3.3.2 Model Domain and Discretization 

The half-symmetry model domain, shown in Figure 5-32, is 2055 m in width (Y), 1200 m in height 

(Z), and 7215 m in length (X).  The domain is long enough to place an observation point 5000 m 

down-gradient of the repository (X direction).  Most of the domain is discretized into cells 15 m 

on a side; the volume of the repository is discretized into cells 5 m on a side; and emplacement 

drifts are discretized into cells 1.67 m (5/3 m) on a side. The numerical grid contains 9,888,556 

cells, of which approximately 4.6 million are the smaller cells in and around the repository.  The 

grid was generated using Cubit (Blacker et al. 2016).  Figure 5-33 shows an XY slice through the 

repository at its Z-midpoint. See Table 5-5 for more details of the repository layout.   

 

Figure 5-32. Transparent view of the 24- and 37-PWR model domain colored by material. The repository 

(red) is 500 m from the west (left) face of the domain and 405 m below the top face of the domain.  40-m 

long hallways connect the disposal panel to the south (front) face of the domain, which is a reflection 

boundary. Shades of blue correspond to the stratigraphic column in Figure 5-31.  

5.3.3.3 Initial Conditions 

Initial conditions specified are liquid pressure (or gas pressure and gas saturation in the GENERAL 

mode simulation), temperature, and radionuclide concentrations. Initial pressures and temperatures 

throughout the model domain are calculated by applying a liquid flux of 0 m/s and an energy flux 

of 60 mW/m2 to the base of the domain and holding temperature (10C) and pressure 

(approximately atmospheric) constant at the top of the domain, and allowing the simulation to run 

to 106 years. Pressure at the top of the domain decreases from west (left) to east (right) with a head 

gradient of −0.0013 (m/m). This technique results in initial conditions that represent a geothermal 

temperature gradient and hydrostatic pressure gradient in the vertical direction, and a horizontal 

pressure gradient that drives flow from west to east. In the GENERAL mode simulation, partially-
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saturated initial conditions (gas pressure = 101325 Pa and gas saturation = 0.7) are applied in the 

disposal drifts, hallways, and shafts. Simulations include the 18 radionuclides listed in Tables 5-6 

and 5-7; initial concentrations of all radionuclides in all cells are 10−21 mol/L. 

 

 

Figure 5-33. XY slice through the repository colored by material: blue, host rock; orange, DRZ; shades of 

red, buffer and waste packages, which cannot be distinguished from each other at this scale. The base of 

the figure is the south face of the model domain, which is a reflection boundary. A vertical shaft is gridded 

at either end of the southern-most hall, which is approximately 1685 m long.  

5.3.3.4 Boundary Conditions 

Boundary conditions must be set for the six faces of the model domain. Fluxes of heat, fluid, and 

solute are set to zero at the south face of the model domain, creating a reflection boundary and 

virtually doubling the volume of the model domain. At all other faces, initial pressures and 

temperatures are held constant. Radionuclide concentrations are held constant at 10−21 mol/L at 

the upstream boundary of the model domain for each radionuclide, and a zero concentration 

gradient is applied at the outflow boundaries.  

5.3.3.5 Waste Package Heat Sources 

Each waste package is modeled as a transient heat source. The energy (watts per waste package) 

entering the model domain is updated periodically according to values in a lookup table. At the 

beginning of the simulation the heat output of a 24-PWR waste package is 3881 W, and that of a 

37-PWR waste package is 5817 (Figure 5-29). Between times specified in the lookup table, the 

energy input is linearly interpolated.  

150 m 
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5.3.3.6 Waste Package Breach and Radionuclide Source Term 

The waste package degradation model implemented in PFLOTRAN (Mariner et al. 2016, Section 

4.3.2.5) calculates normalized remaining canister thickness (or fractional thickness) at each time 

step as a function of a base canister degradation rate, a canister material constant, and temperature. 

Waste package breach occurs when this fractional thickness reaches zero. Deterministic 

simulations assign a base canister degradation rate for each waste package by sampling on a 

truncated log normal distribution with a mean of 10−4.5/yr, a standard deviation of 0.5 (log units) 

and an upper truncation of −3.5 (log units). Probabilistic simulations sample on the mean 

degradation rate using a log uniform distribution from 10−5.5/yr to 10−4.5/yr. The mean and standard 

deviation parameter values used in these simulations are placeholders used to approximate the 

conceptual timeline for waste package failure as presented in Wang et al. (2014, Figure 2-19), 

where the waste package failure period extends from 10−4.3 to 10−6.5 yr, while also including 

heterogeneity across waste packages. 

PFLOTRAN calculates the decayed radionuclide inventory in each waste package region at each 

time step. From the time of waste package breach, the waste form releases radionuclides in two 

fractions: instant-release and slow-release. The instant-release fraction is due to the accumulation 

of certain fission products in void spaces of the waste form and occurs at the time of waste package 

breach. The shale reference case assumes a non-zero instant-release fraction for 135Cs, 129I, 99Tc, 

and 36Cl (Table 5-11), and zero for all other radionuclides in the simulations. The slow-release 

fraction is due to fuel matrix (UO2) dissolution, which is modeled using a fractional dissolution 

rate of 10−7/yr starting from the time of waste package breach. This rate is the mode of a log 

triangular distribution (Table 5-12) appropriate for fuel 3,000 to 10,000 years OoR and strongly 

reducing conditions (SKB 2006; Ollila 2008); for a complete discussion refer to Sassani et al. 

(2016, Section 3.2.1). Probabilistic simulations sample on the waste-form dissolution rate over the 

range 10−8/yr to 10−6/yr but simplify the distribution to log uniform rather than log triangular. This 

distribution is identical to that used in the most recent generic crystalline repository PA (Mariner 

et al. 2016).  

Table 5-11. Isotope instant release fractions recommended by Sassani et al. (2012) for PWR with 60 

GWd/MTHM burn-up. 

Isotope Instant Release Fraction 

135Cs 0.1 

129I 0.1 

99Tc 0.07 

36Cl 0.05 

 
Table 5-12. SNF dissolution rates; log triangular distribution from cited SKB (2006) in Sassani et al. 

(2016, Section 3.2.1) 

Parameter Rate (yr−1) Time to 50% dissolution (yr) Time to 99% dissolution (yr) 

Min 10−8 6.93  107 4.61  108 

Mode 10−7 6.93  106 4.61  107 

Max 10−6 6.93  105 4.61  106 
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5.3.3.7 Material Properties 

Material properties are discussed in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2; values used in simulations are 

summarized in Table 5-13. 

Table 5-13. Parameter values used in deterministic simulations. 

Model 
Region 

Permeability 
(m2) 

Porosity,   

Effective 
Diffusion 

Coefficient1 
(m2/s) 

Saturated 
Thermal 

Conductivity 
(W/m/K) 

Dry Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m/K) 

Upper 
Sandstone3 

1  10−13 0.20 0.58 1.2  10−10 3.1 n/a 

Host Rock 
Shale2 

1  10−19 0.20 0.11 2.2  10−11 1.2 0.6 

Silty Shale2 1  10−17 0.20 0.11 2.2  10−11 1.4 n/a 

Limestone2 1  10−14 0.10 0.04 4.0  10−12 2.6 n/a 

Lower 
Shale2 

1  10−20 0.10 0.04 4.0  10−12 1.2 n/a 

Lower 
Sandstone3 

1  10−13 0.20 0.58 1.2  10−10 3.1 n/a 

24-PWR 
Buffer2 

1  10−20 0.35 0.23 8.1 10−11 1.5 0.6 

37-PWR 
Buffer2 

1  10−20 0.35 0.23 8.1  10−11 3.0 1.9 

Waste 
Package 

1  10−16 0.50 1 5  10−10 16.7 16.7 

1 Effective diffusion coefficient = 𝐷𝑤𝜙𝜏𝑠, where the free water diffusion coefficient (Dw) = 1 x 10−9 m2/s (Li and Gregory 1974) and 
saturation (s) = 1 
2 𝜏 = 𝜙1.4 (Van Loon and Mibus 2015) 
3 𝜏 = 𝜙1/3 (Millington 1959) 

5.3.3.8 Deterministic Simulation Results 

Results are discussed in terms of concentrations of the long-lived radionuclides 129I (t1/2 = 1.57×107 

yr), 36Cl (t1/2 = 3.01×105 yr) and 237Np (t1/2 = 2.14×106 yr). 129I and 36Cl are assumed to have 

unlimited solubility and to be non-adsorbing. 237Np is solubility-limited and adsorbing. 

Temperatures and saturations in 24-PWR and 37-PWR disposal drifts and waste package breach 

times are also presented. 

5.3.3.8.1 Near Field Conditions 

Simulations in TH mode (single-phase, saturated) and GENERAL mode (two-phase, unsaturated 

initial conditions) predict peak temperatures less than 190ºC at the center of 24-PWR and 37-PWR 

waste packages (Figure 5-34). In all cases, peak temperatures are reached within the first 30 years 

of the simulation. In the TH mode simulation, the 24-PWR reaches a maximum temperature of 

183ºC at 27 yr, and the 37-PWR reaches a maximum temperature of 177ºC at 14 yr (Table 5-14). 

Peak temperatures are a 3 to 6 degrees higher in the GENERAL mode simulation, in which the 24-

PWR reaches a peak temperature of 186ºC at 3 yr; and the 37-PWR reaches a peak temperature of 

183ºC at 16 yr. These slight differences in behavior can be ascribed to differences in thermal 

conductivity. The unsaturated buffer materials in the GENERAL mode simulation have lower 

thermal conductivity than the saturated buffer materials in the TH mode simulation, resulting in 

higher peak temperatures, and in the case of the 24-PWR, an earlier peak temperature. Because 
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the buffer material in the 37-PWR disposal drifts has higher thermal conductivity than in the 24-

PWR disposal drift, maximum temperatures are similar between the two, despite the difference in 

heat load.  

 

Figure 5-34. In-drift temperature (TH mode) and temperature, liquid saturation, and gas pressure 

(GENERAL mode) at interior 24-PWR and 37-PWR waste packages. Dashed lines (blue, turquoise and 

green) are 24-PWR waste package, buffer, and DRZ. Solid lines (red, orange, and yellow) are 37-PWR 

waste package, buffer, and DRZ. Gas pressure is zero where liquid saturation is one. 
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Table 5-14. Time to reach maximum waste package temperature. 

 Time (y) Max T (ºC) 

TH mode, 24-PWR 27 183 

TH mode, 37-PWR 14 177 

GENERAL mode, 24-PWR 3 186 

GENERAL mode, 37-PWR 16 183 

In the GENERAL mode simulation, the liquid saturation at the DRZ observation point never drops 

below 1.0, the buffer adjacent to the 24-PWR waste package reaches a liquid saturation of 1.0 at 

78 years, and the buffer adjacent to the 37-PWR waste package reaches a liquid saturation of 1.0 

at 308 years. Gas pressures increase from the initial condition of atmospheric pressure (101325 

Pa) to a maximum of 4.7 MPa (in the 37-PWR) before complete saturation of the waste package 

grid cells occurs. 

5.3.3.8.2 Waste Package Breach 

Figure 5-35 shows the waste package failure histories for PFLOTRAN TH mode versus 

PFLOTRAN GENERAL model.  The differences between the two modes are minor because of 

the similarity in temperature histories shown in Figure 5-34.  [See Mariner et al. (2016, Sec. 3.2.1) 

for the temperature dependency of the waste package corrosion rate.] 

 

Figure 5-35. Cumulative number of waste packages breached versus time in TH mode (left) and GENERAL 

mode (right) simulations. 

5.3.3.8.3 129I Transport 

129I transport away from the repository is diffusive within the host rock and begins when the earliest 

waste packages breach. At 1000 years, less than 50 waste packages have breached, and 129I is 

confined to the immediate vicinity of the breached waste packages (Figure 5-36). At 10,000 years, 

fewer than 50% of the waste packages have breached, and 129I remains confined to the near field 

(Figure 5-37). By 100,000 years, 129I has reached the limestone formation, 110 m beneath the 
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repository, at 10−15 M concentrations, but not the upper sandstone aquifer (Figure 5-38).  By 

1,000,000 years, 129I has reached the upper sandstone aquifer, 340 m above the repository, at 

10−15 M concentrations, and has advected to the downstream end of the model domain, just over 

5 km beyond the edge of the repository (Figure 5-39).   

Concentrations of 129I at three observation points in the upper sandstone aquifer were monitored. 

Observation points are approximately 30, 2500, and 5000 m downgradient of the repository 

(Figure 5-40).  129I concentration at these three points are plotted as time histories in Figure 5-41 

for simulations using both the PFLOTRAN TH mode and the PFLOTRAN GENERAL model. 

The difference in the solution between these two modes is negligible, as would be expected from 

examining the tiny difference in waste package failure times in Figure 5-35. This small difference 

in the waste package failure distribution between TH and GENERAL models is expected because 

of the similar waste package temperature histories shown in Figure 5-34. 

Compared to the GENERAL mode simulation, the TH mode simulation required about 75% less 

time to solve for flow (1.15 hours compared to 4.48 hours). The reason for this is two-fold. First, 

TH mode is solving for two state variables, rather than three, making the time required for solution 

of each timestep in TH mode less than that of GENERAL mode (2.8 sec/timestep versus 

5.4 sec/timestep). Second, the GENERAL mode solution requires more timesteps than the TH 

mode solution at early times to model resaturation of the repository. The GENERAL mode solution 

required 2994 timesteps in the flow solver, 1326 of which occurred in reaching 1000-year 

simulation time. The TH mode simulation required 1458 timesteps, 374 of which occurred in 

reaching 1000-year simulation time. This comparison suggests that an appropriate balance of 

computational efficiency and mechanistic flow modeling could be obtained by coupling a 

GENERAL mode problem of limited size and duration to a TH mode problem of larger size and 

million-year duration. Limiting the size of the GENERAL mode problem domain would decrease 

the computational cost of each timestep, while limiting the length of the GENERAL mode problem 

would decrease the total number of timesteps required.  

 

 

Figure 5-36. 129I concentration at 1000 yr in the GENERAL mode simulation plotted in a horizontal slice 

through the model domain at the elevation of the repository. 
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Figure 5-37. 129I concentration at 10,000 yr in the GENERAL mode simulation plotted in a horizontal slice 

through the model domain at the elevation of the repository. 

 

Figure 5-38. 129I concentration at 100,000 yr in the GENERAL mode simulation plotted in a vertical slice 

through the model domain at the Y-midpoint of the repository. 

 

Figure 5-39. 129I concentration at 1,000,000 yr in the GENERAL mode simulation plotted in a vertical slice 

through the model domain at the Y-midpoint of the repository. 
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Figure 5-40. Locations of upper sandstone aquifer observation points. 

 

 

Figure 5-41. 129I concentration versus time at each of the three upper sandstone aquifer observation points 

in TH mode (left) and GENERAL mode (right) simulations.  

5.3.3.8.4 36Cl Transport 

36Cl, which like 129I neither adsorbs nor precipitates, is present in the upper sandstone aquifer at 

concentrations greater than 10−15 M by 1,000,000 y (Figure 5-42). The plume of 36Cl has much 

lower concentrations than that of 129I because the 36Cl release rate is much lower than that of 129I. 

The lower release rate is due to a much lower inventory and a faster rate of decay (Tables 5-6 and 

5-7), as well as a lower instant release fraction (Table 5-11). 
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Figure 5-42. 36Cl concentration at 1,000,000 yr in the GENERAL mode simulation plotted in a vertical slice 

through the model domain at the Y-midpoint of the repository. 

5.3.3.8.5 237Np Transport 

237Np (and other radionuclide species that adsorb and/or precipitate) remain within the vicinity of 

the repository throughout the 1,000,000-yr simulation (Figure 5-43). 

 

Figure 5-43. 237Np concentration at 1,000,000 yr in the GENERAL mode simulation plotted in a vertical 

slice through the model domain at the Y-midpoint of the repository. 
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  

This report describes specific activities in the second half of FY2019 associated with the Geologic 

Disposal Safety Assessment (GDSA) Repository Systems Analysis (RSA) work package within 

the SFWST Campaign.  The overall objective of the GDSA RSA work package is to develop 

generic deep geologic repository concepts and system performance assessment (PA) models in 

several host-rock environments, and to simulate and analyze these generic repository concepts and 

models using the GDSA Framework toolkit (Mariner et al. 2019), and other tools as needed.  The 

specific objectives in FY2019 are to  

• Develop and/or augment generic repository reference cases for liquid-saturated host rock 

environments, particularly in argillaceous (e.g., typical shale or clay) host rocks; and a 

host rock environment in the unsaturated zone (UZ), such as alluvial valley fill. 

• Ensure that reference cases include repository concepts and layouts for the disposal of 

DPC-canisterized pressurized water reactor (PWR) assemblies, including 37-PWR and 

24-PWR waste packages. 

• Perform PA simulations (deterministic and probabilistic) with GDSA Framework for the 

foregoing reference case concepts and models. Analyze and plot the PA simulation results, 

including uncertainty and sensitivity analyses. 

This report describes specific GDSA RSA accomplishments in the second half of FY2019 and 

builds upon the work reported in M2SF-19SN010304051, GDSA Repository Systems Analysis 

Progress Report (Sevougian et al. 2019b). 

Improvements to the numerical solvers in PFLOTRAN, needed for modeling the high heat output 

from dual purpose canister (DPC) waste packages, particularly during two-phase flow, such as 

might occur in an unsaturated host-rock environment, are discussed here. Multiphase (liquid and 

gas) flow and transport capabilities in PFLOTRAN (under the “GENERAL” flow mode) have 

been augmented to more efficiently simulate physically complex processes that could occur in 

unsaturated repositories and/or under conditions of extreme waste package heat production (as 

could be the case with a 37 PWR configuration). The most significant of these improvements 

involved refactoring of convergence criteria used during each iteration of the Newton-Raphson 

nonlinear solution search algorithm.  Many of these improvements are reported in Sevougian et al. 

(2019b, Sec. 3.1) and in the recent work described by Mariner et al. (2019, Sec. 2.3.1.5).  

Significant progress in interfacing the Sandia VoroCrust meshing software with PFLOTRAN is 

reported on.  VoroCrust is a software tool that generates Voronoi meshes of arbitrary volumes 

(Abdelkader et al. 2018).  PFLOTRAN simulations on Voronoi meshes will be more accurate than 

typical unstructured meshes because on a Voronoi mesh flux between cell centers is always 

perpendicular to cell faces, which means there is no mass balance error in the flux approximation. 

This project will develop the tools within VoroCrust for meshing to highly anisotropic geologic 

features and to export the resulting meshes in a format suitable for PFLOTRAN.  In the past six 

months, substantial progress has been made.  Meshes for five example problems have been created 

and validated for use in PFLOTRAN simulations. 

Further progress on the technical basis and conceptual model for a reference case repository 

located in unsaturated alluvial sediments, which is an update of the unsaturated zone (UZ) alluvium 

reference case introduced in Mariner et al. (2018) and further developed in Sevougian et al. 

(2019b), is discussed here.  The primary development of this reference case in FY2019 is related 
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to the inclusion of DPC waste packages and their representative higher heat output per package, 

which results in more severe coupled process effects at early times after repository closure. The 

initial task in simulating the alluvial reference case for the second half of FY2019 is to verify the 

suitability of the new Newton TR algorithm for simulations of this complex coupled TH model.  

In all five models benchmarked in this report the new solver gave the same results as the default 

Newton LS method.  The TR method was also much faster.  The study of multiple simulation 

models of one site-scale conceptual model has provided insight as to the level of grid refinement 

necessary to capture heat and fluid flow in the UZ repository for 24 PWRs 100-year out of the 

reactor (OoR).   

This report also references FY2019 work detailed in Gross et al. (2019) that is intended to interface 

with the GDSA UZ alluvium reference case.  In particular, Gross et al. (2019) describe the 

development of a new geologic framework model (GFM) for alluvial basins. A GFM must capture 

the geologic elements that impact the siting and dynamic behavior of a potential repository, 

including basin geometry, alluvium stratigraphy, lithofacies and geologic structures. The first step, 

and the focus of Gross et al. (2019), is to establish the geologic elements that define the boundaries 

of the alluvial sub-basin, such as depth to bedrock, basin-bounding and intra-basin faults, and the 

geometry of the bed rock on which the alluvial basin-fill sediments were deposited. Eventually, 

the generic basin-scale GFM (whether in alluvium or some other host rock) will interface with the 

GDSA repository-scale generic reference case. 

An important update to the generic shale reference case (Mariner et al. 2017) is also described.  

First is an update to the Geologic Framework Model (GFM) for a representative shale environment 

that describes the geologic and hydrogeologic features represented in the GFM.  The methodology 

used to develop the shale GFM is documented in detail in Sevougian et al. (2019b). In this current 

deliverable, updates to the features of the shale GFM first shown in Sevougian et al. (2019b) are 

presented and analytical methods are used to document the relationships between features 

represented in the GFM. Also updated are features and processes specific to the region of the shale 

GFM. The shale GFM was developed using RockWorks17® software (Rockware Inc., 

www.rockware.com) and ArcGIS 10.6 (ESRI, www.esri.com). A series of analyses are conducted 

using the GIS and GFM software to document the relationships between the reference repository 

horizon, the host formation, and hydrologic features represented in the GFM. One of the goals in 

developing the shale GFM is to demonstrate a workflow that uses the features of the GFM to create 

a mesh for simulation modeling. This is accomplished by exporting the geologic surfaces 

(formation tops) for input into the meshing software. Generating a simulation mesh from the 

geologic surfaces generated by Rockworks required a multistep process using python, CUBIT and 

SCULPT software. 

Near-field simulations with a highly discretized grid in the shale reference case, first discussed in 

Sevougian et al. (2109b), are also presented.  The objective of this study is to investigate the near-

field thermal-hydrologic-mechanical (THM) behavior in a typical bentonite back-filled shale 

repository with the goal of representing its effect more accurately and mechanistically in a coarse-

scale total system performance assessment model.  To model such complex coupled phenomena, 

such as bentonite swelling and DRZ fracture movement, a combination of empirical and theoretical 

relationships from full process-model THM simulations are represented as functions of 

PFLOTRAN TH state variables.  Eventually, a surrogate model will be coupled to PFLOTRAN to 

represent the effect of mechanical stresses on near-field porosity and permeability.   

http://www.rockware.com/
http://www.esri.com/
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Finally, the site-scale shale-host-rock reference case that models the potential performance of a 

geologic repository based on direct disposal of DPC waste packages, is simulated and discussed 

in detail.  This represents the FY2019 update to the GDSA Shale Reference Case first described 

in Section 4 of Mariner et. al (2017).  The primary new tasks undertaken in FY2019 for the shale 

reference case simulations and associated GDSA Framework model were 

(1) Inclusion of 24-PWR and 37-PWR DPC waste packages in the reference case 

simulations. 

(2) An update to the stratigraphic model for a representative shale domain (Perry et al. 2014; 

Perry and Kelley 2017)—see description of Section 5.1 above. 

(3) An update to the numerical model grids and formation properties to incorporate changes 

to stratigraphy and repository design needed for DPC waste packages.   

Future work in FY2020 will continue to focus on developing the technical bases for representing 

generic repository concepts in GDSA Framework simulations for deep geologic disposal in any of 

four possible host-rock environments:  argillite, crystalline, bedded salt, and unsaturated zone 

formations. GDSA Framework simulations and associated sensitivity analyses for these generic 

reference case concepts will be conducted, including potential disposal of high-decay-heat waste 

packages such as those that might contain as-loaded DPCs.  R&D will be performed on the 

appropriateness of nested grids, reduced-order or surrogate models, or coupled models of different 

geometric scale, with a goal towards optimizing simulation times and simulation results for both 

the near-field environment and the total system. 
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